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Wilfrid Laurier University -
Attention Election '94 Candidates:
January 14, 1994
Dear WLUSU/WLUSP Election 94 candidates:
If you want your photograph and platform to be included in the Cord's January 27 Election pull-out
please take note of the following guidelines.
Platforms must be submitted at the closing of the All-Candidates meeting on Tuesday January 25.
Absolutely no platforms will be accepted after this time. The only time platforms will be printed
will be in the January 27 election pull-out.
A photograph session will immediately follow the submission ofplatforms. If your agent is attending
the meeting for you, make sure that you supply your agent with a picture of yourself. There will be
no retake session. Due to production constraints, the photo session will last no longer that 45 minutes
after the close of the All-Candidates meeting. The only way you can submit a photograph is if you
cannot be at the All-Candidate's meeting. If you are in attendance and want your picture in the Cord
- you have to have a picture taken.
Platforms can be submitted in two forms only. You can come to the Cord office anytime before the
Tuesday of the All-Candidates meeting and type your platform directly into the Cord's files. The
other method is to hand your platform in on disk at the close of the All-Candidates meeting.
Platforms on disk must be on an IBM format, 5.25" or 3.5" disk. Your name, position sought, and
name of file containing your platform must be written on the disk and be on the first line of the
platform itself. Only text, WordPerfect, and Word for Windows formats will be accepted. No
formatting will be allowed. This includes: underlining, italics, boldfacing, and other such things.
Disks can be picked up from the Cord offices on Thursday, January 27.
Presidential platforms must be no longer than 400 words. Vice-presidential platforms must be no
longer than 250 words. Board of Director platforms must be no longer than 100 words. Platforms
exceeding the above mentioned lengths will be cut off at the respective word limit. Your name and
position sought will not be counted towards length of platform.
The only editing of the platforms that will take place will be to eliminate formatting and to truncate
for length if necessary. Spelling, grammar, and factual errors will not be corrected. All platforms
must conform to the Cord Code of Ethics.
Good luck,
Sheldon Page
Editor-in-Chief
75 University Avenue West ￿ Waterloo ￿ Ontario ￿ N2L 3C5
(519) 884-2990 ￿ Fax (519) 884-5596
NEWS
Homolka news in class
AMANDA DOWLING
Cord News
Did he break the ban?
On December 1, 1993 John
Roe, a part-time English professor
at Wilfrid Lauricr University,
brought a copy of a Washington
Post article into class containing
details of the Karla Homolka trial
- details which arc banned from
publication in Canada.
Roc obtained the article from
the office of the K/W Record where
he has worked as a reporter for the
past nine years.
He brought the article to class
and pinned it to the bulletin board.
"It served as an object of how
instruments of modern technology
have made it difficult if not impos-
sible to enforce a publication ban,"
said Roc.
Indeed it is quite difficult to
enforce the ban. Especially when
details of the trial are in such de-
mand. After the class was over,
students removed the article from
the wall.They then huddled around
the photocopier printingand scoop-
ing up copies of the much sought
after text; text of a tale that is not to
be told.
This is what is allowed to be
divulged:
Karla Homolka was sentenced
last summer to 12 years in prison
on two counts of manslaughter in
the deaths of Leslie Mahaffy and
Kristen French. Herestranged hus-
band, Paul Bernardo Teale, awaits
trial for their murder, and over 50
other charges, including the rapes
of several women.
Before Karla Homolka's case
went to trial last summer, a publi-
cation ban was slapped on its pro-
ceedings. It was feared that publi-
cation of details of her case would
make it difficult, if not impossible
to find impartial jurors for the trial
of Teale.
Judge Kovacs' ruling - made
July sth, 1993 - with reference to
Karla Homolka's case, states:
"There will be no publication of
the circumstances of the deaths of
any persons referred to during the
trial."
Roe did not publish or distrib-
ute copies of the article. He did
bring the banned text into the class-
room. He did not protest as stu-
dents took the document to the
copyroom.
Does this constitute a break of
the ban?
"I don't know if I broke a law
doing that. I don't think I did," Roc
said during a telephone conver-
sation with The Cord on January
6th.
"[That] is something the
police would get involved with
ifnecessary," said Murray Segal,
Crown Attorney for the
Holmolka case.
Roe expressed his views on
the ban as a reporter.
"I agree with the intent that the
Judge had initially," said Roe. "Paul
Teale deserves the right to a fair
trial...lt is in society's best interest
that he get a fair trial". Roe went on
to point out how tragic it would be if
the Teale case is thrown out on the
grounds that no impartial jury can be
found.
"I don't think the way around
this is to violate the ban."
Rather than simply discussing
the issue then, howdid Roethinkit
would further benefit his students
to bring a physical copy of the
article to class? Could the same
point have been made without dis-
playing a copy of the article?
"I don't really want to com-
ment on that." said Roc.
A copy of the Washington Post article Roe brought to class. (Stamp ours).
Bookstore's prices are out oftheircontrol
LORI DODMAN
Cord News
Every student cringes when they
enter the Laurier Bookstore to
buy a text and have to confront
outrageously high prices. How-
ever, the person in charge of
acquisitions for the Bookstore,
Shelley Worden, dislikes pric-
ing books highly, almost as much
as students dislike paying the
prices.
The Bookstore receives
books from over two hundred
publishers and distributers from
across Canada, the United States,
and England.
The price which is printed on
each book generally is determined
by a publisher's suggested list price
which does not leave the Bookstore
with any profit.
Often the distributors, however,
offer The Bookstore a twenty per-
cent discount on the cost of the texts
which is not seen on the shelf by the
students.
This profit is needed to cover the
costs of operating The Bookstore.
"Because we are an ancillary serv-
ice" Wordcn said, "we pay our own
overhead, our own salaries. We pay
rent. We pay interest on our inven-
tories. We pay a portion of the
grounds maintenance."
In fact, The Bookstore has not
made any profit for the past two
years.
Worden did concede that the
prices of books at the University of
Waterloo are lower than they are at
Lauricr. These price variations oc-
cur for a couple of reasons.
First, the administration at the
University of Waterloo does not
charge its bookstore rent or mainte-
nance fees and therefore overhead
charges at the store are considerably
less than at Laurier.
The second reason is the result
of a "sit-in" which was staged by
students at the University of Water-
loo in the 1960'5. Students gathered
outside of the admi nistrative offic-
es and demanded that the book-
store sell books to students at pric-
es discounted from the publisher's
list price. The administration
agreed to implement this discount
which is still in effect today.
The Bookstore at Laurier is
making an attempt to alleviate some
of the frustration and financial
stress that is placcd upon universi-
ty students.
The store is attempting to cor-
rect prices that vary upon the same
book displayed in different areas
of the store.
Worden said that, "because we
often bring in books one at a time
in the general book section, the
shipping charges and the broker-
age charges from the United States
are exorbitantly high."
When it isbroughttotheatten-
tion of the staff that a book is more
expensive in the general book sec-
tion than it is in the textbook sec-
tion, the price is immediately
brought to the lower value.
Also, more used books are
being sold in The Bookstore, and
"book buy back" days now occur
on a monthly basis.
Will there be a dramatic rise in
the price of books in the near fu-
ture? Worden said, "there's not a
conscious one of the Bookstore's
part" but that, "in general books
will continue to rise with the rate
of inflation."
Bookstore prices: scary! Pic: Deb Duiker
Opportunityknocks once again
ANDREW "IRV" HOPPER
Cord News
\ Queen's University is offering a great way for
entrepreneurs to present their ideas to major corpo-
rations for thousands of dollars.
Queen's is hosting an entrepreneurial contest on
March 25-26 with a top prize of $3500.00. This
contest selected twelve finalists last weekend from
across the province to compete in this event. Last
year, two students from Lauricr were finalists. These
finalists were picked from case submissions and
were graded by professors at Queen's University.
Mark Mayo, an organizer of this event stated,
"This is the only contest of its kind across Canada".
He also said, "One of the sponsors, Coopers and
Lybrand, awards the winner a $3500.00 first place
cheque and a gold medal for entrepreneurial excel-
lence. "There arc also awards for the top four finish-
ers." said Mayo.
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and has been growing every year," Mayo said.
"The Competition received 26 entries last year
and is counting on more submissions this year.
One of the goals for the Queen's Entrepre-
neurial Competition is to have entries from across
Canada and internationally. In order to achieve
such recognition, the competition wants to award
a first place cheque of $10 000.
Last year, one contestant created computer
magazines on disk. This person received a $20
000 capital venture to work on the idea. Apple
Computer used this entrant's idea and imple-
mented it into Apple's corporation.
"If you would like any hints on how to apply
to next year's competition, make sure you're very
thorough about your business ideas and get it done
early" Mayo said.
If you have any questions regarding the com-
petition, please contact Queen's and ask for the
Entrepreneurial Competition.
-
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WLUSU enlists in NASA
Bored WatchStudents'Union
MARK HEASLEY
Cord News Commentary*
Last week's three hour marathon
session of the Students' Union
BOD was, in the words of a twen-
tieth century poet, "like mastur-
bating with a cheese grater - amus-
ing at first, but ultimately, pain-
ful."
Of relevance was Sean
Taylor's (WLUSU President) re-
port on the prospects of joining
"NASA", the National Alliance of
Student Associations - a business
consortium designed in his words
"to keep money in students' pock-
ets." With the first initiatives of
NASA focusing on savings
through bulk buying of food and
beverages, and a student health
plan, BOD voted to join and set
aside $5000 for this purpose.
In an apparent orgy of democ-
racy, there has been an overwhelm-
ing response to the nomination
packages regarding running for
positions on the Boards of the Stu-
dents' Union and Student Publica-
tions. Nominations will be closing
on January 25th so, quick like a
bunny, run and pick yourself up a
copy.
Moral knives were brandished
when it wassuggestedthattheßOD
save $3300 by putting the axe to
the mailings that students are to
receive regarding information on
elections and referendum issues.
The opinion came forth to can-
cel this year's mailing, but was
quickly put to rest by Taylor and
External Affairs Chair, Charlie
Angelakos, who used the word
"adamantly" three times in the
space of five minutes.
Current advertising would not
be enough to attain a responsible
level of informing the student body
without the mailings, they argued ,
and the issue died quickly and
mercifully.
An issue that semi-died and
took forever to do so was a Volun-
teers' Fair to be held in the Turret
on March 3, proposed and orches-
trated by BOD member Craig
Moffat. Despite the entire Board
questioning whether this would tie
the hands of those hiring volun-
teers later in the year (as is usually
the case), Moffat proceeded to
obliviously prattle on for half an
hour before letting the issue drop.
The idea of a volunteerfair in
itself went over well, however. It
may be worked over so that it oc-
curs at a more prudent time in the
Concourse.
In a tragic set of events, the
Ghost of Minutes Past (or
unpassed, would be better) made a
visit to this meeting. The minutes
of past meetings were so useless
that it was decided to suspend giv-
ing the former secretary his
honouraria.
So as it stands there is no way
for students to know what went on
at these semi-clandestine meetings
of this "$2.5 million corporation"
(as Taylor affectionately refers to
BOD) outside of reading this in-
formative, yet endearingly enter-
taining column.
The Student Activities Coun-
cil reported that with the price of
drinks before 10 pm decreased and
last call bumped to lam (take note
here, people), the Turret was do-
ing better business and would be
hosting guest DJ's on a regular
basis.
A Blood Donor clinic will be
pulling into Laurier on Jan. 24th.
At the time of the BOD meeting
(Fri. Jan. 15th) there was a 24 hour
emergency in place with the Red
Cross predicting that the blood
supply would be exhausted at the
end of the day. This year, Laurier
is asked to pop a vein in the hopes
of providing 275 units of blood.
Getting more for our BOD
bucks, Laurier can expect future
"Wacky Wednesday" events (the
last was the Sumo suits) to include
a mechanical bull in the concourse
and a Velcro suit and matching
obstacle course.
The computers have been
found! They aren't even here! Sur-
prise. It was found that no one had
bothered to update inventory when
BOD returned extra computers that
it had no use for.
Two phone lines on campus
have been devoted solely to 911
emergency calls to ensure that the
cranky, new digital phone system
doesn't prevent these calls from
getting out.
Sec you next week, same bat
time, same bat channel.
Taylor and company share notes. Pic: Steve Doak
New Masters program at Laurier
TRACEY BOWERS
Cord News
The 1993-1994 academic year
brought with it a new Masters Arts
program at Wilfrid Laurier. The
department of English now offers
a graduate level program with
emphasis on gender and genre.
Writing a thesis is a time to
learn and experience. Michele
Krzewski understands this well
after writing her English under-
graduate thesis. She found that
many feminist theories
"marginalize" women instead of
helping them find their voices.
Continuing her education, she is
now one of six students in the new
Masters program in English spe-
cializing in gender and genre.
Many other universities offer
programs dealing with cither gen-
der or genre, but Laurier was the
first to integrate both of them to-
gether and study them through lit-
erature. According to acting Eng-
lish graduate officer Dr. Michael
Ballin, the innovative format of
the program was a necessity to its
development. Graduate programs
must be externally approved to
ensure they are not simply a dupli-
cation. Laurier combined the two
to provide a fresh, and different
program from others that are of-
fered. Ballin also said that a further
reason the two were combined is
that much of the literature is inter-
twined.
Courses offered cover a wide
spectrum of theoretical and criti-
cal issues. In the fall term, courses
include theatrical images of gen-
der, psychology of genre in mod-
ern narrative and renaissance do-
mestic tragedy. Courses this term
are fiction by contemporary Brit-
ish women, American women writ-
ers, maternity, identity and wom-
en's writing and dramatic comedy
of the 17thcentury. Ballin said that
one inquiring student from over-
seas stated, "he had never seen a
graduate program with such ex-
tensive courses".
Students in this program have
the choice between two streams of
study, one with a thesis and one
without. Masters students in the
thesis stream will take four one-
term courses, as well as writing a
thesis. Those in the non-thesis
stream take seven one- term
courses.
The new program is Laurier's
ninth at the Masters level. (The
University also has doctoral pro-
grams in geography and social
work.) Due to its relative unique-
ness, the program has sparked in-
quiries from students across
Canada, and from Asia and Eu-
rope. The six student program is
currently all women, Ballin said.
"Admissions were based on marks
and applications, and that is all
purely coincidental". The depart-
ment hopes to increase the size of
the program gradually, but Ballin
said "not too big, as it would inter-
fere with the seminar settings of
the classes."
Krzcwski said, "The discus-
sions are great, it's pushing mc
beyond what I thought I'd do this
year".
This new program took a great
deal of time to get going. Ballin
said it was two or three years ago
when things first went to the draw-
ing board. The program offers
courses that are not narrowly fo-
cused, but rather offer a more open
perspective to students,Ballin said.
Instead of concentrating on one
gender or group, this new program
is all encompassing. It focuses on
relations between genders and
groups in literature throughout
time. It is designed to enhance the
undergraduate education, as well
as prepare students who wish to
continue their education on to the
doctoral level. It will also inevita-
bly increase Laurier's prestige on
the academic horizon.
Official-Languages
Monitor Program
Under a program funded by the Government of Canada,
the Ministry of Education and Training in conjunction
with the Council of Ministers of Education, Canada,
invites students to apply for the position of second-
language monitors (French or English) for the 1994-95
academic year.
Part-Time Monitors
Official-languages monitors must be full-time postsec-
ondary students usually studying in a province other
than their own. They will work between six and eight
hours per week under the supervision of a second-lan-
guage teacher. Some francophone monitors will be
assigned to French schools outside Quebec. For eight
months' participation in the program, they will receive at
least $3,500 and one return trip between their home and
the host province.
To be eligible for the part-time program, students
must have completed at least one year of postsec-
ondary studies or will have completed such studies by
the end of the 1993-94 academic year.
Full-Time Monitors
Full-time monitors must have completed at least one
year of postsecondary studies. Duties consist of assist-
ing French second-language teachers in rural or semi-
urban areas usually in a province other than their own,
for 25 hours per week. Some francophone monitors will
be assigned to French schools outside Quebec. Monitors
will receive up to $11,400 for 10 months of participation.
They will also receive two return trips per year between
their home province and the host province. They may
also receive a moving allowance of a minimum of $300
and a maximum of $1,110 for commuting expenses
within the host province.
Application forms and program brochures may be
obtained from placement offices in postsecondary
institutions, or from the address below:
Provincial Co-ordinator, Monitor Program
Ministry of Education and Training
French Language Education, Policy and Programs
16th Floor, Mowat Block, Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario
M7A IL2
Duly completed application forms must arrive at the
address indicated in the information package, post-
marked no later than February 18, 1994. Qualified
candidates will be required to attend an interview.
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Constitutional conflicts
Bored Watch StudentPublications
AMAL MOUSSAOUI
Cord News Commentary
There were three main issues to be
covcrcd at the Student Publica-
tions BOD meeting that was held
this week. A staff dismissal, the
computers and the Cord Constitu-
tion were all on the agenda. Of all
the issues, the passing of the Cord
Constitution,
was by far the
most interesting.
The staff dis-
missal issue was
quickly dis-
missed after Di-
rector Chris Bra-
dlcy asked the Directors to address
the issue in generalities due to its
sensitive nature.
The issue of the dismissal was
brought forth by the President of
Student Publications, Adrienne
Hodgin, after she was approached
by a member of Student Publica-
tions. Hodgin refused to comment
further on the issue since the per-
son involved has yet to be properly
notified.Thedismissaldelay isdue
to the unclear procedure for dis-
missal that is outlined in the BOD's
policy manual. It was left up to
Adrienne to come up with a draft
for a new dismissal policy for the
next meeting. The next BOD meet-
ing concerning this issue should be
interesting.
The computer committee,
which is dealing with the selling
and purchase of new computer
equipment for Student Publica-
tions, had an update ready for the
Board. The computers which are
quickly becoming more obsolete,
are being sold off for $10 000.
$6000 of the proceeds will go to
pay off the last payment on the
present computers, leaving $4000
for a leasing arrangement. The
printer is to be sold and leased back
to cut costs.
Hodgin will provide a more
thorough update next meeting on
the rates for servicing the comput-
ers, the printer leasing arrange-
ment and confirmation of the ap-
proval of the Student Union BOD
on the issue.
Before discussing the Cord
Constitution, the BOD members
took care of other business. The
BOD passed a motion to allow In
Retrospect, a paper that prints in-
teresting articles of the past to be
distributed on campus. For exam-
ple, one article
printed in In Ret-
rospect was from
January 12,1933,
in which a judge
declared that it
was acceptable
for women to
have a night out for playing bridge,
as their husbands did.
The Board also discussed the
issue of eliminating election mail-
outs to save costs. The Corpora-
tions Act requires the BOD to send
mail-outs informing its sharehold-
ers on upcoming voting dates. The
Election Committee has not yet
decided what course of action it
will take in regards to the upcom-
ing election.
Director Heather Mundell was
reporting on the Fundraising Com-
mittee, which still has a number of
shirts to sell. Analumni phonedrive
is also underway and a Band night,
potentially at Phil's, is being
planned. Selling old Keystones is
another idea the Fundraising Com-
mittee is looking into.
Finally, before talk on the Con-
stitution began, a Business Plan-
ning Committee was set up with
Chris Bradley, Adrienne Hodgin,
and Sue Barry as members. This
committee was set up to research
ahead of time plans for financing
and departmental strategies. The
procedure of this committee will be
determined in future meetings, re-
ports and updates.
The Constitution issue got un-
der way late in the meeting, with
the main concern being the actual
method the Constitution was being
handled ratherthan its context. This
issue was most vigorously pursued
by Bradley, who declared several
times in the meeting that "The Con-
stitution is the Constitution; we
can't violate it."
The first issue dealt with the
fact that not all proposed amend-
ments to the Constitution were
printed in the Cord, as the rules
state. Steve Doak, the Cord Associ-
ate News Editor, pointed out that
there were too many amendments
to be printed in the Cord. Accord-
ing to the Constitution, this adver-
tisement can be waived by a two
thirds vote of the BOD and a two
thirds vote of the Cord Staff. On
Friday, the BOD chose to forego
this vote and the Cord Staff passed
the motion.
There was much wrangling,
however, on what seemed to be
the more pressing issue of wheth-
er or not the Constitution was
properly passed by the Cord staff
at the Cord meeting on Friday,
January 14 .
The main concern was that
proxies were not handed in at the
beginning of the meeting, as re-
quired in the Constitution. This
arose because a number of people
left the meeting early. For a good
fifteen minutes the point ofwheth-
er the Constitution should be sent
back to the Cord Staff in order to
be passed properly again was ar-
gued.
The arguments on this appar-
ently crucial issue varied from Bra-
dley repeating his statements of
"can't violate the Constitution"and
Director JeffOegcma pointing out
that the decision on this case will
be "precedent setting", thus it
should be passed properly, to Doak
remarking that the BOD was being
"anal" on the whole issue, since all
the amendments to the Constitu-
tion were unanimously passed at
the Cord meeting.
After further debate, it was
decided that the BOD would ac-
cept the fact that the Constitution
amendments passed at the Cord
Staff. However, a warning and a
statement of dissapproval from the
BOD as to the manner in which the
Constitution was passed was in-
cluded in the motion. The motion
which was passed by five Direc-
tors, and was opposed by Oegema.
One final motion was passed
at the BOD meeting that allowed
for tcmporarly increasing the
number of ad representatives
hired.Phill Kinzinger,BODChair,
promised that the next meeting
will definitely involve the excit-
ing discussion on actual amend-
ments to the Constitution, now that
the technical jargon is out of the
way.
Pubs' daily constitutional. Pic: Chris Skalkos
In Memoriam: Dr. Peter Barrett
KATHLEEN HONEY
Cord News
Dr. Peter Barrett, a professor in the
School of Business and Econom-
ics, passed away on January 9,1994.
He had been ill since mid-October.
Barrett graduated from Lau-
rier's MBA program, after spend-
ing over twenty years in the field of
Chemical Engineering.
Barrett is remembered by his
collegues as a genuinely kind and
caring professor who took the time
to consider the student's perspec-
tive.
Shelley Jha, a Laurier profes-
sor who taught a few courses with
Barrett, recounted the two of them
going through 300 to 400 exams to
correct a formula sheet. The error
was found the night before the
exam, and the two professors chose
to spend three hours correcting the
exams rather than announcing the
corrections at the exam.
Barrett's developments to op-
erations management will benefit
the students of Laurier. One of his
developments was pioneering the
inclusion of computer skills in
operations management
He was keenly interested in
environmental issues, and worked
hard to make people aware of the
issues. Many ofthebusinesscases
he wrote focused on the environ-
ment. As well, he had been work-
ing with the Region of Waterloo
on a water conservation study for
the economic sector.
A memorial service is being
held today at 1:30 pm in the
Keyford Chapel, and a reception
will be held in the Paul Martin
Centre at 2:30.
The Peter Barrett Memorial
Scholarship has been established
for students with high academic
standing, as well as a demonstrated
interest in the area of management
of the environment.
Barrett is survived by his wife
Patricia, and his two sons, Stephen
and Andrew. He will be missed.
CORRECTIONS for the January 13 Issue
• On page 4, in the Student Publications Bored
Watch, Dave Janzen's name was spelled incor-
rectly.
• On page 5, in "December 6 memorial service and
bake sale in concourse", Corinne Schuster was
identified as a member of the International Student
Association. Schuster is the President of the Inter-
national Student Association.
• On page 6, in "Students and the NDP", the article
stated that the federal government has cut more
than $3.2 million from its post secondary education
funding... It should have read $3.2 billion.
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To live, to love, and to
smoke in peace
PROS & CONS
SteveDoak
Cord News Commentary
/
It's National Non-Smoking Week,
on now. A chance for you to pon-
der the problems of yourbad habit,
or to openly condemn all of those
inconsiderate degenerates who in-
sist on polluting your air.
It all seems quite simple in this
society where smoking is unques-
tionably bad. The only people who
do smoke arc those who lack self-
control and respect for both them-
selves and others. After all, the
pleasures of smoking are far out-
weighed by the monetary cost of
smoking, the perpetual smoker's
hack, the long-term medical prob-
lems, and, of course, the disdain
heaped up by non-smokers.
Despite this, millions of peo-
plcstill smoke in Canada.Theciga-
rettc companies are far from going
bankrupt, and the rate of lung can-
cer and smoking-induced asthma
are correspondingly high. Our so-
ciety has evolved to a Golden Age
of globalization, toleration, and
health consciousness, but some
people insist on this irrational be-
haviour. Why?
Smoking habits generally start
at a young age. Although times are
changing, there is still a preva-
lence of people smoking in movies
and on TV. It is portrayed as part of
the glamorous life of our society's
heroes. In adolescent years, smok-
ing serves as a physical manifesta-
tion ofrebellion - parents and other
authority figures usually disap-
prove of the activity. By the time
most people finish high school,
they have defined themselves as
smokers or as non-smokers.
According to the law, how-
ever, this shouldn't happen. Like
alcohol, it is illegal to sell ciga-
rettes to under-agers. Most places
don't check ID, however. When
you arc young, you can expect to
be carded at the beer and liquor
stores, but you arc rarely checked
for smokes. Even if you are, it is
easy to walk on to the next store
and do your shopping there.
Most stores don't obey the law
because the government doesn't
enforce it. Under-agers comprise a
sizable portion of smokers, which
means increased profits for both
the retailers and the cigarette com-
panies. The government also prof-
its from this trend, as approxi-
mately three quarters of the price
of a pack of cigarcttcs is taxes.
In recent years, the govern-
ment has made repeated vows to
curb the epidemic of smoking in
our society, but little action has
been taken towards this end be-
yond expensive campaigns such
as the current National Non-Smok-
ing Week. Instead of banningciga-
rettes, the government increases
taxes on them. Some people still
pay six bucks a pack, though, while
many others get cigarettes from
the States for a third of the price.
Enforcing age restriction on
tobacco sales would probably not
eliminate under-age smoking, but
it would decrease the number of
people who adopted the habit. ID
checks don't stop all minors from
obtaining alcohol, but there is ob-
viously less effect from cigarettes,
and less incentive to get them.
In truth, the government's
profit on tobacco taxes arc ab-
sorbed by future medical costs to
treat lung cancer and asthma. This
is one of the main arguments lev-
elled against smokers. On theother
hand, oursocicty's mass consump-
tion of fast foods and unhealthy
snacks and people's insistence on
sun-tanning also lead to medical
problems. These activities, which
are more wide-spread than smok-
ing, are not heavily taxed, how-
ever. I guess that makes many crit-
ics of smoking look like hypo-
crites.
A similar common complaint
is used against the inflicting of
second-hand smoke on others.
Most bui Idi ngs are now non- smok-
ing, however. Homes are not pro-
tected by anti-smoking legislation,
but people should be able to come
to an agreement with the people
they live with. In places where
smoking is still allowed, there are
usually non-smoking areas. If not,
perhaps the anti-smokers should
simply not enter. That may be in-
fringing on the non-smoker's
rights, but remember that smokers
still have rights as well.
Most people who fear second-
hand smoke also travel in cars,
which spread a lot more pollution
and carcinogens than smoking
does. I guess we can survive with-
out cigarettes, but not without our
individual metal boxes to speed us
down the highway.
It is doubtful if smokers from
our generation will ever receive
health care for problems due to
smoking. Our rising national debt
and the increasing proportion of
retirees in society pose a critical
threat to this system.
Thus, the arguments against
smoking fall far short of deterring
most people. It is a personal choice
with minimal effects on other peo-
ple, who themselves are free to
choose if they want to smoke or if
they want to be in the same room
with people who are smoking.
After a long day of studying
and debating the meaning of life in
the post-modern age, there's noth-
ing like stepping out on my porch
after everyone else has gone to
sleep and the street is dark and
deserted. The wind blows from the
west, toying with leaves that were
never raked. In the distance is the
regular hum of late-night traffic. I
take out a smoke and my Zippo,
alone with my thoughts, and light
up my flameless candle.
LANCE
Friday, Jan. 21
2:30: Cord staff meeting (Turret)
Saturday, Jan. 22
6:30 pm : Charity Ball. Valhalla
Inn
Monday, Jan. 24
9:00 am : Red Cross Blood Do-
nor Clinic. Theater Auditorium
Tuesday, Jan. 25
11:30-1:00 : "What is the future
of the NDP?" CTB 5-307
1:00 pm : "Careers in Sports",
presentation by Career Services.
L203
5:30 pm : All Candidates meet-
ing. TV Lounge
7:00 pm : Senate meeting. Paul
Martin Center
Wednesday, Jan. 26
5:30 pm : Cord News Writers'
meeting. All welcome. Cord of-
fices, 3rd floor SUB
Thursday, Jan. 27
10:00am : SPO Information Ses-
sion, presentation by CareerSer-
vices. LI 28
Friday, Jan. 28
OUSA Assembly at Laurier; un-
til Jan. 30. Lynn McLeod, fea-
tured speaker
Monday, Jan. 31
Students' Union election: Open
Forum
I 1:30 am : "Careers for Sociol-
ogy & Anthropology Majors",
presentation by Career Services.
P2027
4:00 pm : "Offbeat Careers",
presentation by Career Services.
2-201
Wednesday February 2
7:30-9:30 pm : "Spirituality of
the Aritsan," athreeeveningnon-
credit mini-course will be Held
in the Board Room at St.Jerome's
College. For more information,
call 884-8110 extention 242 or
extension 259.
Thursday, Feb. 3
5:30: Journalism Seminar - learn
how to write for a newspaper in
ten easy steps!
7:00- 9:00 pm : Adult Children
of Alcoholics workshop, offered
by Regional Addiction Counsel-
ling. Program runs 10 weeks,
Frederick Mall, $15/ week. Con-
tact Beth Phipps, 743-6951
Tuesday, Feb. 8
WLU Students' Union Election -
for Students' Union President,
Vice- President: University Af-
fairs, Student Publications Presi-
dent, Students' Union Board of
Directors, Student Publications
Board of Directors.
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Get a wicked case
of the runs.
Ontario's best variety in skiing. That's covering every terrain from beginner University & College week, Feb. 21-
what's happening at the Mountain. to advanced. Check out all our 25, 1994, with $24 mid-week ki
We have more to otter than any other trails and the group "The Hopping tickets for students with proof of
Ontario ski resort with 3} trails Penguins"during the Coors Light full-time enrollment.
/MOUMfIN Miff
IT'S HAPPENING AT THE MOUNTAIN.
For reservations, 879- 3799 in Toronto, or (705) 445-0231 or phone our snow line (416) 869-3822.
WLU cop gets her stripes
CHRISTOPHER SKALKOS
Cord News
Even though she has been em-
ployed by Wilfrid Laurier Univer-
sity's Security Department for two
years, Security Officer Janet
McDaid has a new outlook toward
police work.
Pardon me, that's Constable
McDaid now.
On October 28 last year
McDaid graduated from the On-
tario Police College in Aimer,
Ontario, making her an official
police officer.
The Security personnel here at
WLU who have not graduated from
the Aimer Police College are ap-
pointed to what is called "special
constable status" which gives them
the same powers ofa police officer
only in a designated area like a
university campus, but without the
police trainingsuppliedby thecol-
lege.
As of 1987 it has been manda-
tory for police officers hired in
Ontario to graduate from the Po-
lice College. However, this course
is not mandatory for the officers
on WLU Security and McDaid was
one of the officers who did not
have the Police College qualifica-
tions.
So McDaid did something
about it.
She wrote a letter to Laurier's
Vice President of Finance and Plan-
ning (at that time, Andrew Berczi),
requesting that she be sent to the
Aimer for the police training that
The University administration
responded by sending her to the
college and footing the bill for the
$4,278.00, twelve week course.
"We have a commitment to
train people", said Dr. Ron Craig
"In general, anyone that
comes into a job [at Laurier], we
train them for what's required for
that job. Costs would be part of
the ongoing budget; every de-
partment at WLU has a training
and developing budget."he said,
adding that Security Directors
across the province are looking at
what could be done in the way of
even morespccialized trainingfor
university constables.
McDaid, who started her ca-
reer in police work by working as
a dispatcher and auxiliary consta-
ble in the small town ofWalkerton,
Ontario, values the training she
received at the Police College.
"At the university we have
the same powers as [a police of-
ficer] and it's very important to
be trained because some very
negative things can happen. You
never know what's going to hap-
pen from one night to the next
night." said the 29 year-old con-
stable who usually works the night
shift.
John Baal, Chief of Laurier
Security, agrees that in order for
his officers to provide the best
possible service to this univer-
sity, the police training is both
helpful and essential.
"In case of a litigation arising
on campus involving a WLU of-
ficer, like if someone got injured,
the first thing a judge would look
at is the cop's qualification to
handle the situation." Baal said.
Baal feels that it is important
for all of his officers to have a
good understanding of police
work and their powers of arrest.
"It's in the best interest of this
institution I would say that all the
constables have Aimer training."
he added.
For McDaid, the police train-
ing has allowed her to see her role
as a university police officer a lot
more clearly.
"I know what I can do and
what I can't do." said McDaid,
who graduated from the college
with an A average.
The college offers the funda-
mentals needed for police work,
entailing a thorough knowledge of
federal and provincial statutes, po-
I ice vehicle operations and defence
tactics, as well as addressing is-
sues that are especially relevant to
a university campus, such as gen-
der and race relations.
The main statutes that WLU
police find themselves deal ing with
here at Laurier are the Liquor Li-
censing Act, Trespass and Prop-
erty Act, and sections of the Crimi-
nal Codesuch as mischief and prop-
erty damage.
McDaid, who's worst on-the-
job encounter has been dealingwith
inebriated pubbers leaving one of
the campus bars, appreciates the
communication skills she learned
at the Police College.
"You have to know how to
talk to people." she said, referring
to the college's emphasis on using
"tactical communication"a method
of defusing a potentially negative
situation by simply talking it out
before resorting to empty hand tac-
tics and impact weapons.
Laurier police officers do not
carry guns.
McDaid, who enjoys archery
and playing baseball on her spare
time, admits that the course was
"really tough" both mentally and
physically, but the experience has
changed her for the better.
"Your personality changes
quite a bit, you have a different
outlook on things, and your confi-
dence is built up." she said.
Janet McDaid: a different Laurier grad. Pic: Chris Skalkos
IN BREVITAS
Deb Beats the Bud Girl
Last Thursday, a newcomer ap-
peared posed outside of Wilf's.
A signboard featuring an attrac-
tive and well-endowed woman
in a revealing Bud tank- top
held a tray with four bottles of
Budweiser above a space for
announcements and a large
"Welcome." Deb Harmon, an
Honours Philosophy and Eng-
lish student, saw the sign on
Friday morningand immediately
began a petition to request the
removal of the sign. When she
approached Dan Dawson, Stu-
dents' Union Bar and Entertain-
ment Manager, he said that the
sign was intended as a market-
ing tool by the beer company,
and that he did not realize that it
would cause offence. Within
twenty minutesofthetimewhen
told her that the offensive part of
the sign would be removed be-
fore Wilf's opened on Saturday.
The Weed's not good
January 17t021 is National Non-
Smoking Week, with Weedless
Wednesday fallingon January 19.
The focus of this year's National
Non-Smoking Week is "Tobacco
and the media."
Fnerg you
The words Gnerf and Fnerg have
been appearing on posters
throughout the Laurier Campus.
It is currently a mystery who is
writing these words or what they
mean.
Gnerf and Fnerg have also
left their mark on the washroom
walls of a local drinking estab-
lishment. The search for their
meaning continues.
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SHHH...IT HAPPENSWhen somethingoccurs to raise yourire, just say toyourself:
Straight from the offices ofJohn
Baal, Laurier's ChiefofSecurity
and guide through the midnight
darkness
Jan. 10 - 02:00 : Mischief
Discovered that the fire hose in
one of the dormitories had been
pulled out. The hose was stretched
along the hallway. Fortunately,
the water was not turned on. Gar-
bage was also strewn about on
the second floorof the residence.
The Head Resident conducted an
investigation and was able to es-
tablish the identity of the cul-
prits.
Jan. 12 - 13:45 : Harassment
A WLU student reported while
using the escalator in the Central
Teaching Building a male, who
was standing two steps in front of
her, turned fully around and stared
at her. His rude behaviour made
her very apprehensive. Since
there were no other persons on
the escalator, the complainant got
off on the next floor and told him
that she resented his gawking.
Theculprit, according to the com-
plainant, then called her a bitch.
Shhh..it Happens isn't the only
way to get in the Cord. Come
write for news! Newswriter's
meetings Wednesday @ 5:30 in
the Cord Offices.
The victim provided a good de-
scription of her antagonist and his
identity is presently known to Se-
curity.
Jan. 12 -17:00 : Illegal Soliciting
Dean of Students office reported
an unauthorized person selling
books in the Dining Hall. Officers
attended and advised this person
that it was illegal for any unauthor-
ized solicitation on University
property. A Trespass Warningwas
issued and this person was escorted
from WLU property.
Jan. 13 - 01:40 : Suspicious Per-
son
Officers observed a male person
acting in a very suspicious manner
around the 7-11 store located at the
intersection of University Ave. and
King St. The store clerk also indi-
cated that he was concerned about
this individual's behaviour. Fur-
ther investigation revealed that this
person was a WLU student who
advised officers that he was just
"clowning around".
No further action taken after
officers obtained this person's
identification.
Jan. 13 - 16:00 : Mischief
A WLU Faculty member reported
that a number of FSW bulletin
board posters, etc. had been al-
tered by someone writing on them.
This reportedly has been going on
for a few weeks, always with the
same word being written on the
document. Investigation iscontinu-
ing.
Jan. 13 - 18:45 : Theft
A WLU student reports having a
change purse stolen after it was
accidentally left on a telephone
table outside the Dining Hall en-
trance. Investigation is continu-
ing.
Jan. 14 - 17:15 : Miscellaneous
Assistance
A WLU staff member requested
our assistance in locating a student
who appeared to be emotionally
distressed and who left the Univer-
sity suddenly. Officers were able
to contact this student and ascer-
tain that all was in order.
Jan. 14 -23:25: False Fire Alarm
The fire alarm was activated in the
Students' Union Buildingacciden-
tally by a Turret Staff member
when this person leaned up against
the pull station. No further action
taken.
Jan. 15 - 01:15 : Cause Distur-
bance by Fighting
Two non-WLU students were
evicted from a UW Fraternity func-
tion being held at Seagram Sta-
dium after both were involved in a
physical altercation resulting from
what appears to be a communica-
tion problem enhanced with the
effects of over-indulgence in alco-
holic beverages. No charges were
laid.
Jan. 15 - 01:30 : Mischief
Unknown persons who were
atttendingthe UW Fraternity func-
tion being held at Seagram Sta-
dium kicked in the window on the
door to the main entrance of the
Stadium and then kicked in the
window of a vehicle parked in the
Seagram Stadium parking lot. In-
vestigation is continuing.
Jan. 15 - 01:50 : Theft
A non-WLU student attending the
UW Fraternity function being held
at Seagram Stadium reports that
her GORTEX jacket was stolen
after she left it unattended momen-
tarily during the function. Investi-
gation is continuing.
Jan. 15 - 13:35 : Complaint re
WLU Telephones
A complaint was received regard-
ing the malfunctioning of the tel-
ephone system at WLU. The com-
plainant was directed to the Tel-
ephone Services Dept.
Jan. 15 - 22:30 : Mischief
Officers observed that unknown
person(s) had bent the stop sign
over at the intersection of Seagram
Drive and the Seagram Stadium
entrance.
Jan. 15 - 23:30 : Altered Driv- !
er's Licence
Officers responded after Turret
Staff reported they had justfound
an altered Ontario Driver's Li-
cence. It was confirmed that the
owner of the Driver's Licence
waspresently over 19years; how-
ever, he had altered the licence a
couple of years ago and never
bothered to replace it. As aresult,
a verbal warning was issued and
the Driver's Licence was confis-
cated to be returned to the Minis-
try of Transport.
Jan. 16 - 15:00 : Medical As-
sistance
A WLU student injured his ankle
in the Athletic Complex gym dur-
ing a basketball game. As this
student had no means of trans-
portation and indicated he did
not believe ambulance services
were necessary, he was trans-
ported to K/W Hospital Emer-
gency by Security.
Jan. 16 - 19:15 : Medical As-
sistance/ Ambulance Escort
A WLU student fainted in the
Peters Bldg., causing a small lac-
eration on his head from hitting
something on his way down.
After regaining consciousness,
this tudent indicated that he felt
dizzy and nauseous and could
not walk. An ambulance was
summoned and he was transorted
to K/W Hospital Emergency for
treatment.
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SPORTS
Zmich new head Hawk
JENNIFER O'CONNELL
Cord Sports
I
Rick Zmich has been named the
new head football coach of the
Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks.
The appointment is the result of a
national search begun in Novem-
ber. Rich Newbrough, head foot-
ball coach for the last 10 years,
resigned from his coaching duties
at the end of the 1993 season to
assume broader responsibilities in
his position as director of athletics
and recreation.
A press conference was held
on the twelfth to announce the de-
cision. Football players, fellow
coaches and the media swarmed
the Letterman's Lounge to await
Jim Wilgar's presentation. Wilgar,
associate vice-president: student
services and institutional projects
appeared excited and confident
with the unanimous decision made
by the selection committee. He
spoke of the long standing tradi-
tion here at Laurier and praised the
virtues and talent of Rich
Newbrough, head coach since
1984. He admitted that the win-
ning of the Yates and Vanier Cups
are "real tributes to an exception-
ally fine individual"
The time had come however to
break the two important and time
consuming roles of head football
coach and director of athletics
and recreation into two separate
entities.
In the process of reorganiza-
tion the selection committee for a
new football coach looked nation-
ally, coming up with a total of
sixteen impressive candidates.
Unequivocally and unanimously
they chose one person from this
group to hold the position.
The naming of Rick Zmich, an
assistant coach and offensive co-
ordinator for four years here at
Laurier, comes as no surprise. His
ability to inspire players and the
passing game he has developed
with the Golden Hawks spurred
the team onto victory in the 1991
Vanier Cup aiding in WLU's first
Canadian football championship.
"It's a real honour to achieve a
goal of mine for the past ten or
eleven years. That is to be a head
coach in the CIAU," Zmich com-
mented.
He thanked the Laurier ath-
letes and his fellow assistant
coaches. And of course his pred-
ecessor "I'd like to thank Rich
Newbrough who taught me how to
win."
Zmich remains optimistic
about the next season in football
even with as many as 12 players
graduating. He has been actively
recruiting for four months. "With a
host of talented players returning
and promising recruits for 1994,
the Golden Hawks can be counted
on to continue their winning tradi-
tion," he added.
The team finished the 1993
season with an overall record of six
wins and three losses.
As team captain for the Uni-
versity of Ottawa Gee Gees for
three years, Zmich was named an
all starof the Ontario Quebec Inter-
collegiate Football Conference
twice. He won the Hec Creighton
Award in 1982 as the country's
outstanding university football
player.
Zmich went on to be part of the
football coaching staff at Ottawa
and from 1984 to 1987, he served
as a part-time assistant coach with
Carleton University.
It remains to be seen if Zmich
can duplicate the success he
achieved as an assistant in his new
role as the man in charge. But Zmich
is confident in his in house athletes
and promises an exciting, albeit
different, brand of football in the
1994 season.
Rich Newbrough passes on the Laurier legacy to Rick Zmich. Pic: Chris Skalkos
Fifth ranked Hawks ice Kingston duo
PETE ROBINSON
Cord Sports
I
One would think that when two
teamswith a combined record of 4-
24 travel to Waterloo to do battle
with the Hawkey Hawks and their
11-2-1 record, they would leave
with their tails between their legs
and beat up both physically and on
the scoreboard. Right? Well, not
exactly.
Queen's and RMC were in
town this weekend to battle the
Golden Hawks and their lofty #5
national ranking. Although the
Hawks recorded two wins, it was in
a less than impressive fashion. On
Saturday night Laurier downed
RMC 6-4, then followed that with
a 3-2 nail-biter Sunday afternoon
over Queen's.
Mike Dahle led the way for the
Hawks on Saturday recording a
goal and two assists. It was the best
offensive night so far this season
for the fourth year centre who has
quietly put together a fine season.
Also scoring for the Hawks were
Todd White with a pair, with Joel
Bishop, Bob Shelpand Craig Boyce
adding singles.
The game was probably the
best of the two for the Hawks, as
they outshot RMC 53-21. How-
ever after being up 6-2, Laurier let
themselves get bogged down in
some chippy play initiated by RMC.
Subsequently they were able to
make a game of it.
On Sunday Laurier counted
goals from Kevin Greco and Craig
Boyce as they jumped out to a 2-0
lead. It looked like the Hawks were
going to put the game away in the
second when Queens' Jeff Gosselin
was assessed a major for kneeing
Dahle. Instead an ineffective
powerplay led to a Queen's
shorthanded goal and the Golden
Gaels were back in it.
Shortly after that , Smitty
Kulafofski restored the two goal
edge, when he took a wild swipe at
the puck in front of the net and beat
Queen's goalie Bill Landry.
To Queens' credit they came
back two minutes into the third
when defenceman Derek Morin
blasted a hard slapshot behind
Hawk goalie Rick Pracey. From
there the game was a fairly evenly
played contest, with both Landry
and Pracey making some nice stops
to preserve the score. With ten
seconds left Queen's scored what
appeared to be the tyinggoal. How-
ever referee Geoff Pasher ruled no
goal saying Queen's was in the
crease. It was a good call but it
showed how lucky the Hawks were
to escapc with two points.
After the game head Hawk
Wayne Gowing stated that he was
"not that happy," with his team's
effort this weekend.
"We've got to start playing
better, at times we're brilliant but
we have to show more consist-
ency," Gowing said. He went on to
add that he expects a good week of
practice to iron out the kinks.
One battle the Hawks didn't
win this weekend was of the physi-
cal nature. With defenceman Paul
Bennett already out with a bad
shoulder, captain Chris George and
Shawn Way each went down with
a bad wing as well. Both could be
out for a couple of weeks. This
could give veteran d-man Geoff
Publow a chance for some valu-
able playing time. Publow broke
his ankle in the pre-season and
with the Hawks playing so well
he's been a victim to the numbers
game.
Notes
Bob Shelp was chosen player of
the game for the Hawks. Shelp has
led the Hawks defensively thissea-
son and in doing so has established
himself as one of the league's best
defencemen... Laurier outshot
Queen's 30-23...The Hawks still
sit two points behind Western for
the first in the division...Speaking
of Western, it appears as though
their rookie sniper Dave Matsos
has left the team to play as an
overager for the London Knights
of the OHL. This is a development
that could be very good for the
Golden Hawks and may tip the
balance in favour of Laurier as the
two very evenly matched teams
battle for the division title... Lau-
rier is in action tonight at Ryerson
in Toronto.
One of those brilliant times. Pic: Jayson "Rambo" Geroux
Varsity, here we come
INGRID NIELSEN
Cord Sports
"I didn't know Laurier had a wom-
en's hockey team."
This is the second year of ex-
istence for the women's hockey
team at Laurier, and as of next
year, they will be a full-fledged
varsity team.
Confident that they'll grab a
spot in the playoffs this year in the
Southern Ontario Women's
Hockey League, the Laurier women
smile when asked about fan sup-
port.
"My roommates don't even
watch me play. No one knows about
it,"says Wendy Wallace, winger
and second year business student.
"But this school is starting to
realize we exist," says Susan Ratz,
forward and second year business
student.
Last year, "they had a really
lousy season," says their coach
Steve Thompson. "They didn't
have any ice time or a coach. They
had a good time playing, but in
terms of skill development or
league standing, they were pretty
poor."
After improving "500 to 800
per cent" according to Thompson,
they are in the midst of taking the
women's league by storm. The team
has three wins, six losses and two
ties, and "if we play as we have the
past three games, we will make the
playoffs," says Alastair Edgar,
goalie coach with the team.
Thisycarthcteam isplayingin
the A division of the women's
league. "It humbles us," says
Wallace. "We have to play that
much harder."
The women also play other
university teams, but only in exhi-
bition games this year. Still, the
thrill and excitement is high each
game, as the players meet their
rivals-to-be forwhen they officially
join the varsity league next year.
"York was our first game as a
team," says Thompson. "We held
them 3 -3 till the last five minutes
of the game. Although, York ended
up winning with 5-3, we were ec-
static. It felt like a major win. We
had scored the first goal and held
them strong all night. York has a
very strong team, and we really
held our own."
Next year, the team will face
five other women's hockey teams
in the varsity league. They include
U ofT, Guelph, Queens, York, and
Windsor - who is also joining the
league as of fall 1994.
That determination is shared
by all the players, as "each and
every one is a character in their
own right," says Thompson. He
points to two players, Beth Riley,
winger, and Colleen Boyes, de-
fence.
"Riley can turn a slow game
into a fast physical one - excellent
to watch. And Boyes, she really
battles it out of the corners."
"Wherever there's trouble,
you'll find those two - sometimes
looking out from the penalty box,"
says Thompson.
Mary Jo Rehm, "a big, stand
up goalie", and Kim Chappell, "a
smaller butterfly goalie," have "re-
ally worked hard," according to
Edgar. "They're pretty good. They
have a much better sense of what
they're doing."
Another star player with the
team is Rima Katorji, centre, a
second year student and first year
player with the team.
"She carries the puck well in
the offensive zone, and is able to
set up other players," says
Thompson.
"Right now, we're really fo-
cused." says Ross. "We'll be ready
for varsity next year. Our skating
has improved 150 per cent
"Our weakness is our shoot-
ing," says Thompson. "That's the
biggest part. We are a physical
team, mixing it up in the corners
and along the boards but we're not
taking the shots we need to."
This is the first year that the
team has had coaching, and the
women credit coach Steve
Thompson, as well as Alastair
Edgar and Jim Elkins - assistant
coaches, for a large part of their
improvement.
"Steve kills us," says Wallace.
"We need it. He kicks our butts."
The players agree that they
weren't looking for a male or a
female coach - only for someone
dedicated to the team and right for
the job.
"If I could get a women coach
- that would be great," says
Thompson, "but at this level, they
are far and few between."
This is the first time Thompson
has coached women, and he says
that he is using a "different ap-
proach".
"There is nothing different in
the type of hockey I employ. I
don't look at it as a gender sport.
Instead, it's more of a different
approach to the psyche. Women
tend to be more emotional about
what they do - it's a matterof trying
to harness that emotion.
"But when it comes down to it,
we're out there to win. There's a
stigma - a lot of guys think it must
be close to ringette - they think they
can't shoot, can't hit, can't skate,"
says Thompson.
"Some of the girls would like
to take those guys and rub them
into the glass."
Ratz agrees. "Some ofthe guys
think it's really good. But some of
the ones that are really into hockey,
think it's a joke.They have to real-
ize that we're just getting started."
While the women's league is
supposed to be non-contact, "with
the style of team we have this year,
we play a pretty rough game out
there, with the odd tussle. It's still
hockey," says Thompson.
"It's mostly shovingand talk,"
says Wallace. "Steve won't let me
fight. He says just take it, and don't
retaliate. He wants us out on the
ice, not in the penalty box."
Gettina a few tips from the coach. Pic: Eda Di Li so
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January Sale
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Laurier Nor'Wested
RALPH SPOLTORE
Cord Sports
As the clock neared eight bells on
Friday evening many questions
were floating around the minds of
the players, coaches, and fans for
the 1994 version of the Golden
Hawk men's basketball team. Can
they be successful this year? Is
tonight going to be the night for a
new beginning? At about 10
o'clock both of these questions
were answered with a resounding
no by a very strong team from
Thunder Bay.
The Hawks jumped out to a
quick 4-2 lead which disappeared
just as quickly as my mother's
homemade chicken pot pie. I
blinked and it was 18-4 for
Lakehcad. This was a very impor-
tant point in the game as we all
wondered whether the Hawks had
the ability, and more importantly
the character, to rebound from a
16-orun. Theteam'sanswercame
swiftly as we scored 14unanswered
points of our own and showed the
Bay boys that it was time to play.
However, from that point on,
the Hawks shot a measly 31 % from
the field and a horrifying4o% from
the charity stripe. The game quickly
became a route 104-50 and every
Hawk left the Roach Motel think-
ing that all of the questions which
were being asked before the game
had been answered.
Here comes the twist in my
little story. Saturday night. A
totally different group ofguys wear-
ing purple, gold and white. We
played them very physical very
smart, and very tight. This is start-
ing to rhyme 50... go fly a kite. We
scored easy baskets and played
some tough defense. The team that
had been physically and mentally
trounced the night before had come
out and once again showed the
character of a group of champions
in a game the very next day. It was
beautiful. At the halfwc only trailed
by 9 points.
However, the talented group
of firemen from Lakehead came
outandquickly dousedthe Hawk's
fire and our high hopes. Neverthe-
less, those questions which were
circling in every Hawk Hoop fan's
mind had once again reappeared.
After all we were playing against a
strong undefeated team from the
Nor'West, and this was our first
real taste of the regular season.
After a great deal of deliberation
the jury was hung and those an-
swers have been deferred to a later
date.
Notable efforts for the Hawks
came from Shawn Roach, Tolly
Henderson, and Brian Fretz. After
a very rough night on Friday Roach
rebounded and played very tough
on Saturday night. Henderson
played very steady on both days
and once again proved that he can
help the team from an offensive
standpoint. The big surprise came
from Fretz who showed that he was
determined to re-establish himself
as a mainstay in the Laurier line-
up.
Hopefully the Hawks will be
able to rebound from these two
losses on Wednesday night when
they travel to Guelph to battle the
Gryphsinaneighto'clocktilt. The
next Laurier home game is on Sat-
urday afternoon against an ex-
tremely talented team from
McMaster which has played against
some division one teams (the best
there is), in the U.S. and been very
close to winningthose games. Once
again the Pizza Pizza Hawk Shot
will give a Laurier student the
chance to win free za every week-
end for the rest of the year and the
Financial Concept Group has once
again offered 100 clams to the win-
nerof the always popular Fujarelli
Relay. So come out, enjoy some
good hoops and support the Hawks.
Above: Laurier wins tipoff. Can't say the same about the game.
Left: Dan Pace drowning in a swarm of Nor'Westers.
Pics: Eda Di Liso
Jockeying for position
ROB HUMS
Cord Sports
With only fourgames remaining in
the regular season, teams arc now
jockeying for playoff positions in
theTamiae Hockey League. Two
games with significant playoff im-
plications were played last week:
San Jose vs. Tampa Bay, battling
for second-place in the Read Divi-
sion and the all-important first
round bye in the playoffs, and Que-
bec vs. Toronto, fighting for first-
place in the McPhee Division and
oncof the final two playoff berths.
SAN JOSE 3 TAMPA BAY 3
A goal from Steve Curric with only
two minutes left in regulation lifted
Tampa Bay to a 3-3 with San Jose
in this see-saw affair. San Jose
took the early lead with a goal by
Brad Bailey, but Tampa Bay sub-
sequently took the lead with first
period goals by Currie and Jason
Gallagher. Pat Kirby of San Jose
evened the score midway through
the second period and Bailey's sec-
ond of the game put San Jose ahead
until Currie's tying goal.
After a disappointing loss to
Ottawa last week, San Jose ap-
peared to have regrouped with this
tic, while at the same time shutting
down Tampa Bay's high-powered
offence — partly due to the out-
standing goaltending of Jason Trot-
ter — which had scored a total of
14 times in their two previous
games.
Tampa Bay remains one point
ahead of San Jose for second place
in the Read Division, with the re-
match scheduled for Thursday,
January 27.
Tampa Bay
remains one point
ahead of San Jose for
second place in the
Read Division.
QUEBEC 6 TORONTO 0
A victory against Quebec would
have put Toronto only two points
from the lead in the McPhee Divi-
sion, but instead, Quebec's 6-0
shutout combined with Detroit's
convincing 9-0 victory over
Anaheim has put Toronto in third
place, two points behind Detroit
and the sixth and final playoff berth.
After scoring eight goals last
week, Quebec was at it again and
continues rolling along. Peterbor-
ough native Brad Martin led the
attack with two goals and three
assists. BlairCowen,Peterßouius,
Jaret Henhoefferand Jamie Lanoue
each chipped in with two points.
Perennial all-star Dave Sinclair
posted the shutout, and Quebec
now has a comfortable six point
lead on Detroit.
OTTAWA 7 CALGARY 4
Former Mullin-Nesbitt Cup cham-
pions Calgary, sparked by the re-
turn of Stef Pregelj and Kevin
Sabourin, got off to a quick 2-1
lead on goals from Greg Rickwood
and Ed Korditsch but lost momen-
tum after the ejection of captain
Brad Tubman in the second pe-
riod. Ottawa capitalized on the
opportunity en route to a 7-4 vic-
tory and their ninth consecutive
win.
Jason Holman continues his
torrid scoring pace with a natural
hat-trick and two assists. Jamie
Laily also had a five-point night,
with one goal and four assists.
Kerry Lynch and Todd Campbell
had the other Calgary goals, and
Bill Van Namen chipped in with
two assists.
Ottawa now leads the Read
Division with 18 points, while
Calgary is two points behind third
place San Jose.
THIS WEEK
Tonight at the Bubble, Quebec
faces Anaheim at 11:00pm while
Detroit plays Toronto at midnight.
On Sunday, it's Ottawa vs. Tampa
Bay at 10:00pm and San Jose
squares off against Calgary at
11:00pm.
Hawks OF THE WEEK
Hilary Yates
Volleyball-
Hilary, a biology student from
Sudbury, is a middle blocker for
the Hawks. This weekend she
lead the team against Lakehead
by puttingtogethertwooutstand-
ing efforts. In the first contest she
had five kills, 13 blocks and 1
ace, while in the second game
she was just as effective with
seven kills, four aces and ten
digs.
Kevin Greco
Hockey
Kevin was a major part of the
Hawks success on the weekend.
In two games Kevin had a goal
and two assists to help the Hawks
take down RMC and Queens.
Kevin is a fourth year physical
education student from Caledon,|
Ontario.
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DRAGON PALACE
(Zeller's Plaza) 888-7200
Come to enjoy the
best.buffet in town!A
Cllinese
Bring a Student Card to
receive the following
great discounted
Buffet Prices *
Student Specials
I LlinCh I
Monday $A 99
to Friday
Saturday
lJ
, , _ _
Sunday $ 99
pDlliner Buffet I
j i jl __Monday to $799
Thursday '
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j I I ISunday
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*\
ARGEST
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.
ii*cmtI^.-™...DISCOUNT SPECIAL
All through January
Call or Come in and ask
for Gina or Jeff
Waterloo * London * Toronto * Chicago * Cleveland
42King Street South, Waterloo (across from Waterloo Town Square)
747-2001J
VISA SEMINARS INTERNATIONAL
Div. of VIS-A-VIS Immigration Inc.
iiiibbhhmmm
Presents...
FREE
immigration
SEMINAR
for foreign students
University of Waterloo
Davis Centre 1351
Friday January 21, 1994
7:00-10:00p.m.
Members of Canada's laigest Immigration law firm
HOPPE JACKMAN
wiH provide information and answer all questions on
all areas of Immigration to Canada
196 Adelaide Street West, Suite 200, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, MSH IW7
TOLL FREE 1-800-263-VISA Tel. (416 599-0707 ext. 242 Fax (416) 599-2861
A learning experience
RALPH SPOLTORE
Cord Sports
It was obvious from the opening
tip-offthatourfcmalc Hoop-Hawks
had their hands full with a tough
team from Lakchead. The team
has started off fairly slowly this
season due to the fact that they are
very young and need much more
game experience to become suc-
cessful. The Hawks did indeed
gain some of this much needed
experience in two tough weekend
tilts against the very strong squad
from Thunder Bay.
In Friday night's contest the
Lady Hawks played a very tough
brand of basketball on both ends of
the court. The game was very close
throughout until the Nor'Westers
solid team depth and strong bench
finally wore the Hawks down and
won 63-40. However, the game
was definitely a lot closer than the
score would indicate even though
four Lakehead players reached
double figures in scoring.
Offensively the Hawks were
led by first year point guard Kate
McClenaghan who poured in 11
points including a long range trey.
Transfer student Sue Rymsha also
had a fairly successful night with 9
points while another rookie Hawk
Amy Wahl and Soccer turned
Hoops star Cam Vejvalka both
added 8 points for the team. This
game was quite entertaining and
proved that our team is improving
very quickly.
Now the bad news. The Hawks
once again played Lakehead on
Saturday in a game that will hope-
fully soon be forgotten. The
Nor" Westers couldn't miss and the
Hawks couldn't make. All that this
game proved is that the team from
the Bay is serious on both ends of
the floor and should contend for
the league championship. When
the final buzzer sounded the score-
board read 71-27 in a game which
saw only 10 Laurier second half
points. Let's chalk this one up
under experience.
All in all the weekend proved
to be a very valuable one for our
Lady Hoop-Hawks. The team is
starting to gel and will only be-
come better as the season contin-
ues. Even though they will experi-
ence some tough nights this sea-
son, this group will become a force
in the league in years to come if
they continue to work hard together.Blocking a futile attempt at points. Pic: Rich Vollering Young hoop team loses despite tough play. Pic: Eda Di Liso
Bet on KC and San Fran
PAUL GRAY
Core Sports
Alright, alright, so I didn't quite
win the bundle on Proline this week,
but I was still three for four in the
NFL playoffs last week. A 75%
record on the line is pretty damn
good I'd say. Heck if I could do
that well in my courses then I would
still be in honours. But enough
about my personal woes. You are
probably wondering about what's
going to be happening this week-
end in the NFL. Well here goes
nothing...
I'll start with the early game
featuring the Joe Montana lead
Chiefs visiting the Bills at Rich
Stadium. My first prediction for
this one is that it won't be blacked
out. Global Television will buy
6000 tickets again so it can lead in
the rating's race. On the field look
for this to be an evenly matched
game. Buffalo is favoured by three
and a half points. Forget what the
bookies are saying and put your
money on KC. Montana will lead
his boys to a victory in what will
probably be the best playoff game
this season. The lead will change
hands four or five times in this one
eventually ending with a 25 yard
rush by Marcus Allen to knock the
Bills out of their misery. My pick,
KC by a field goal.
The late game features a re-
match from last year's playoffs
between the 49ers and the Dallas
Cowboys.
The 49ers are coming off a
convincing win over the Giants (as
I might add was predicted here last
week but I don't want to gloat or
anything) and the Cowboys are just
after a sloppy win over Green Bay.
Tobe honest, I justcan'tsec Dallas
beating San Fran if they play the
same way as they did against the
Packers. In order to compete with
the Juggernaut in the 49ers they
will have to turn up the intensity a
notch or two.
Dallas docs have home field
advantage though. If the Cowboy
fans can yell and scream enough
then maybe, just maybe that will
helpthcm pouron the heat. ForSan
Fran the key to their game is Young.
If he is on top of his game (yeah
like he's ever not on his game) then
San Francisco will make mince-
meat of the Cowboys.
In this one look for San Fran-
cisco to pay back Dallas for last
year's playoff loss. I pick San Fran
by a touchdown.
Well there you have it football
poolies. This week's playoff pic-
ture in a nutshell. Good luck and
remember in orderto win you gotta
play!
Women's volleyball takes on
The Great White North
PAUL GRAY
Cord Sports
The women's volleyball team travelled to the great
white north this weekend where they braved tem-
peratures between -40 and -60. They were also given
the cold shoulder by Lakehead University, going
down in straight sets in both ends of a doubleheader.
Friday's match saw the Golden Hawks take a
tumble 8-15, 11-15 and 8-15. "The truth is we just
didn't play well," commented head coach Cookie
Leach. "We left the AC at 6 am, we got there and it
was so cold we couldn't even go outside." The only
bright spot in Friday night's loss was rookie Hilary
Yates. This first year player finally started to come
around, with a very aggressive style of play against
Lakehead. Hilary amassed 13 blocks, 5 kills and 3
digs.
Saturday's match up was much better but still
saw the Hawks go down 14-16, 8-15, 11-15. "We
played much better on Saturday. We started to do
the little things right. This roadtrip should lead to
bigger and better things." Once agairr Hilary Yates
hadan outstanding game managing 7kills, 13 blocks
and 4 aces. Third year vet Carrie Ostram managed
17 kills, 6 blocks and 9 digs to her credit.
This weekend served as a good tuneup for
future matches. The team has improved greatly and
is finally beginning to show its potential.
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Jennifer and Eda just want to
fill this space with something
hard-hitting.
Come write for sports.
ARTS
The Island of AngelsARTS She obediently bends at the kneebows andobeys.Theirfor the souC'purpose ofserving and being compCiant totheir every wish and desire.She proceeds to her chamberswherein Cies herprivate paradise,within her mindher soCe desire isto he free.pree from tacet obedience andcompdence.The probCem remains that thereseems to aCways be a force whichmust inevitably destroy her sacredworCdThe forcepresents itself withindestructibCe strength.Strength that wiCChypnotiseand consume her entire being.'But she is not there.It is as though she has Ceft herbody and observes the destructionfrom her isCand. j
Hy MicheCCe Heec^^^^p
FISHER SHEFFIELD'S EPILOGUE
by Terry Grogan
PART FOURTEEN:
"FISHER BREAKS
ANOTHER HEART"
As Caroline suddenly
pushed away from me, and
stomped back over towards her
parents, 1 couldn't help but de-
scribe her gaitas that of a man,
aggressive-like. But don't get
me wrong: her clomping about,
walking erect like a cowboy on
a fashion model runway, was
one of the many things that 1
found attractive about Ms.
Mulroncy: also, 1 noticed she
was barefoot too.
I waved over at the twelve
Royal Canadian Mounted Po-
lice officers scrutinizing me
from hcad-to-toe.
Looking around for Sarah,
I took out a fresh cigarette and
a wooden match as Caroline
came smashing back through
the crowd, swinging her head
around awkwardly, looking for
mc, to finally take me back into
her arms and begin to dance.
"You're right...we have to
talk..."
1 spun Caroline around, and
lit my match on the zipper at the
back of her dress.
Flash!
"Ah! That's it," I said, as
my match burst into flame, and
I fired up my Marlboro.
Caroline Mulroney spun
back around to face mc, and
briefly commented: "That's an
improvement...last time you lit
your match on the zipper of your
jeans...while / was still wearing
them."
1 put my hands on Caroline's
hips, and as she wrapped her
arms tightly around my neck,
started to hack and cough ciga-
rette smoke all around the room.
But after a few slow spins around
the dance floor — I still couldn't
spot Sarah — I took another drag
on my cigarette, and handed it to
Caroline. She acccptcd my ciga-
rette, and cooly took a few puffs
— showing off the thin leather
choker she was wearing around
her neck — before leaning in
closer, and resting her head on
my left shoulder.
She handed the cigarette back
to me before it could burn a hole
in my tuxedo, but it was stained
with lipstick, so I declined to
take another inhale. But then 1
ran my shattered right hand
through her hair, as if to comfort
her, and she began to talk.
Joyce and Myra, up on the
stage:"Bluuuuuue velvet...whoa,
whoa, whoa..."
Darting my head to the left
and to the right and back again, I
continued searching the room for
Ratso, hoping she'd notice mc
dancing with the Prime Minis-
ter's daughter.
"Dad asked mc where 1 was
last weekend, and didn't believe
me when I told him."
Me: "So, where were you? I
rememberbeing drunk in Dawson
Creek last Friday, wasn't I?"
"pal'sjpahfffel with the
poinpf" Caroline begari —* she
always had this annoying habit
of baffling up whatever she was
saying, mixing her metaphors so
that they made no sense -J® and
then continued: "My father thinks
I was with you...and if he's al-
ways going to have his suspi-
cions, we might as well prefigure
them, and be together."
I 4 thought I spied Sarah
Rbstenkowski over in the
no! ft 112
I sighed.
I "You just don't get it, do
you?" 112 asked her, "Your father
and I used to be best friends, but
ever since that weekend last sum-
mer at the cottage, he's been
cutting mc out of more and more
areas of his life...Last time he
saw mc, he warned me away
from you, and said he'd put a
bullet in my skull if we continued
to be with one another...and now,
even though I've done just about
everything! iA jftyipower to dis-
courage your unwanted atten-
tions, he's $till tecjpibly thrilled lit
the chances I'll probably blow
out my own brains by the end of
the year, just like Poppa
Hemingway!...So, what are you
going to do when he finds out
you've been following me around
again?"
"Well, we'll burn that bridge
when we come to it," Caroline
babbled, "But all I know is that I
want to be with you when that
day comes."
"Bluuuuuue velvet...whoa,
whoa, whoa..."
Caroline: "Fisher... I haven't
worn shoes since last August —
and 1 can sec neither have you!
— and I've still got your boxer
shorts on underneath my dress."
I looked down at Caroline's
waist, and could still see the un-
derwear lines beneath her soft
skirt, underneath my hands...then
I looked down at the floor, and
noticed how black the sides of
Caroline's feet were.
Then I noticed the silver toe
ring she had on the middle toe of
her right foot...and, mesmerized,
I wasn't able to tear my gaze
away from her big, beautiful feet
until she wiggled her toes at me,
almost driving me berserk.
"Caroline?" I stammered,
"What are you doing? Why are
you wearing my clothes? I thought
we'd agreed it would be for the
best if I didn't come around to
sec you anymore?"
Caroline Mulroney removed
her head from my shoulder, and
looked into my eyes.
"I understand you've been
doing a lot of soft drugs lately..."
"That's not true," I admit-
ted to her.
"Bluuuuuue velvet...whoa,
whoa, whoa..."
We kept dancing as I twisted
my head back and forth, desper-
ately seeking Sarah, trying not
to think of Caroline Mulroney's
sexy toe ring.
Frustrated, I finally turned
to Ms. Mulroney and justsighed
deeper than ever before.
"So, how's Mom?"
"Not too bad...she's scared
Clinton will authorize the use of
force in Bosnia-
Herzegovina...but she's look-
ing ahead to moving to Florida
when Dad quits professional
politics on my birthday later
this June."
"That's c 001..."
"Bluuuuuue velvet...whoa,
whoa, whoa..."
I was still searching around
the room for Sarah.
Suddenly, Caroline moved
as if an idea had just struck her,
tightening her grasp around my
windpipe: "I just remembered,"
she told me, "What did you
think of your birthday present I
had sent to your table?"
"That was you?" I asked,
surprised, recalling the box that
had been delivered by courier to
my booth at the back of the hall
just after supper.
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The Relapse
Stop staring at me likeyou
would a sow, While you are on
a bad trip. Iknow
whatyou drugged-up, vegetarian
yuppies with capitalist's
dogmas are like. Do I
care what you think ofme?!
Yes, I do but Iopenly admit that
fault. And though I care
somewhat aboutyour views ofme,
I am still true to what Ieat -coffee
grains, among other things.
So what's the use of telling you all
this -good fuckin' question!
Sure, Iknow my limits, I do what
I'm able to do. And while you
reach for the stars
(Alpha Centuri is the closest one!)
You would never grab for the moon
ifyou couldn't reach them.
BUT I WOULD!!
So, you play your little games with
me -TRY! I'll just laugh while
eating some green cheese,
'Cause even ifyou do succeed in
reaching those stars, What are
you going to eat?
HAH
JohnHuculiak I
FIREFLIES ARE LANTERNS FOR FAIRIES
HER W(\S (\ CATHOLIC REBEL
IH $ SOdThJERh SM(iLL TOWH
FdILL OF ThJE 31 FLAVOURS OF BAPTIST.
SHE BECAME PREGNANT
REFUSEb TO ThJE F^ThJER-
ThJ(iT IT W(\S
CONCEPTION.
ThJEN ShJE THE B^BV
tA(\K.Y M^Gb^LENE.
FURThJER SC^ribfUJSINS
ThJE BAPTIST MOONShJINE fiNb GOSSIP CIKCLE
(BOThj WERE FOR MEbICIN(iL PURPOSES ONLY).
WE C(jU-LEb hJER MS-M -
ShJE M&M S.
ESPECIALLY THE GREED ONES.
M&M WORE PITIES
WIThJ THE OF ThJE WEEK
SEwn onto them,
A rib EVERY b$Y S<LlNb^Y
ShJE (<\TE hjONEYS/JCKLE bfiNbELIONS.
SPYING THEY MYSTICAL PROPERTIES.
ShJE CL£\IMEb FIREFLIES
WERE LANTERNS FOR ThJE FAIRIES
th(\t (\ wisp once spoke to her
hJE TOLb hJER ThJ(iT $ S PEDIS W(iS f\N (^FTERThjO<LI6HT:
QOb LOOKEb (ib^M
(iNb FELT SOMETHING MISSING,
SO GOb (\ PENIS
OF SOME CL(\Y
STdJCK IT on -
SM^CK!
M&M MUST VE BEEN EATING
(\ bfiNbELION (\T ThJE TIME . . .
BY: M. ROThJE
Michael Jackson's Mind
I wish I was Barney that cool purple dinosaur,
I could touch and feel all the wonderfulkids I adore.
Touch feel, feel and touch,
Oh my God! I like this much.
Little children so young, and chipper,
Come over here, and undo Barney's zipper.
A big surprise, before your eyes,
Its me Michael, one screwed up Guy!
Chris Meyer
l V
Ravings of the Mad Poet
Big Brother
We talked of democracy.
That all-important
Staple of society.
We talked of freedom.
We talked of liberty.
the world died,
no one noticed,
too busy.
Our lives were controlled,
By the barrage of choices
Thrown before us.
But few even considered
That all the roads
Ended in the same place.
Forever yours, Tim Miller
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Learning by experience
Overseas opportunitieswith developmentagencies
GRAHAM COOK
Canadian University Press
VANCOUVER (CUP) — In the
1980s the rich got richer and the
poorgot poorer —not justhere in
Canada. Internationally, the coun-
tries of the "Third World" or the
Southare sufferingfromhugedebt
loads and severe austerity meas-
ures imposed by international
banks.
And there are a lot of people
whowanttodo somethingabout it.
One approach, popular since the
19605,hasbeen to joina group like
the US Peace Corps. They prom-
ised adventure and a high moral
satisfaction from "helping the
poor."
But increasingly development
organizations are promoting soli-
darity, not charity. Joe
Tannenbaum is a program officer
at CUSO, an organization which
matches Canadians possessing
relevant skills with related devel-
opment projects overseas. He de-
scribedCUSO'smandate as social
justice, not just technical help —
and not justcentred on othercoun-
tries.
"Wesupport strugglesfor self-
determination, women's' rights
and cultural integrity. We're de-
velopingprogrammingonsustain-
able resource issues around for-
estry in BC, we're working with
trade unions in BC, and we're
beginning to do some work on
indigenous issues withindigenous
people here," Tannenbaum said.
"We don't play the same role
as we did even five years ago.
More and more our function is to
act as facilitators to forge links
between groups, stepping out of
the picture and letting the groups
themselves relate to each other,"
he said.
For younger people without
relevant skills, thereare more edu-
cation-oriented programs like
Canada World Youth (CWY),
Canadian Crossroads, and Youth
Challenge International. CWY is
a "bilateral" program which in-
cludes an exchange between Ca-
nadians and young people from
several different exchange coun-
tries, including Nepal, Uruguay,
and Indonesia. The program nor-
mally lasts for seven months, with
the first halfbeing spent in a rural
area of Canada and the second in
theexchangecountry. NikkiScuce
is a ÜBC student who went on the
CWY exchange between Quebec
and Tunisia, and said the experi-
ence changed her life.
"I learnedmore than I've ever
learnedin formal education. Itwas
more different than just travelling
because it's not being a visitor but
being a member of the commu-
nity. The other thing that is valu-
able is that youare in yourcountry
as well [for part of the program],"
Scuce said.
Scuce worked alongside Ca-
nadians and Tunisians in daycare
projects in the two countries. Be-
tween the actual work the partici-
pants didand the educational side
of the program, "the educational
aspect was most important," she
said.
"Youlearnedthroughthework
you were doing. You learned not
by people telling how it is but by
seeing and experiencing it your-
self. I thought it was really good
the way they choose people from
theexchangecountryas well, who
see a different part of their com-
munity from a completely differ-
ent point of view."
But CWY was not a perfect
experienceby any means. Scruce
said one problem with the ex-
change was that the Tunisians
were lied to by the organization
which coordinated the Tunisian
part of the program.
"They were told that they'd
onlybe working two daysa week,
instead of five or six," she said.
In addition, organizational
problemshave sometimes leftpar-
ticipants without host families for
a fewweeks inthe exchange coun-
try.
"A lot of people go blindly
into these sorts of programs,
whereas I'd rather make sure I
agree with the organization and
be more aware of how they do
things. Many people don't think
of the consequences of their ac-
tions. "I think these sorts of de-
velopment programs and ex-
changes can be very positive be-
cause they're introducing Cana-
dians to issues that they might not
otherwise think about. People
doingthis might go on to work in
International Relations [IR]. So
manypeople in IR do Pacific Rim
and economic stuff and I'd like to
see more people with this sort of
background [in the
program],"Mogus said.
"From the other country's
point of view it's not always the
best. A lotofpeople go downwith
the attitude that 'I'm goingto save
you'. We prefer the attitude that
you're both working for a similar
goal."
Another problemis the politi-
cal climate in exchange countries.
In Scuce's case, two people were
pulled out of their host family by
the Tunisian governmentbecause
the family was suspected ofbeing
political extremists.
Critics also question the im-
plications of exchanges with na-
tions with terrible human rights
records, such as Indonesia, which
is carrying out a genocidal occu-
pation of East Timor .
Li-Lien Gibbons, ofthe East
Timor Alert Network said "the
problem with CWY is that they
encourage and tell Canadians
whoare going to Indonesia not to
bring up sensitive issues like
human rights, which is actively
extendingthe coverup. Canadian
youthshouldknowabout the situ-
ation before they go.
"Indonesians who go on
CWY have to pass a whole series
of interrogation sessions. One
Timorese student defected from
CWY in 1991, and now no
Timorese students have been al-
lowed on the program since," Gib-
bons said.
"I'mall for this cross exchange
as long as we are promoting the
reality of the experiences of Cana-
dians and Indonesians," she said.
CWY regional director Gary
Henkelman denies the organiza-
tion has counselled anyone to play
down the human rights abuses in
East Timor.
"We're an education program,
so in the case of, for example, Indo-
nesia, if we just cut our program
completelywe eliminateanyeduca-
tionofCanadiansand Indonesians
on human rights. There is also an
effect on Canadian host families
and work placements, who find
out a lot more about Timor than
they ever would without that ex-
perience," Henkelman said.
Part of the problem is fund-
ing. Groupslike CWY and CUSO
receive most oftheir money from
the federal government through
the CanadianInternationalDevel-
opment Agency (CIDA). Recent
cuts have left exchange organiza-
tions on skeletonbudgets with lit-
tle relief in sight. CWY has suf-
fered a 23 percent cut over the last
five years. That has meant the
successful program has been un-
able to expand—and has had to
follow government recommenda-
tions about where to set up ex-
changes.
CUSO's Tannenbaum faces
similar fundingproblemsand does
not see much hope forchange with
the newLiberal government. "For
the past fiveyears CUSO'sbudget,
along with the budget of all the
international developmentorgani-
zations, has been cut. It doesn't
matter what government is in
power at this stage of the game.
There's not the same sort of
public support for international
development in the community
when there are so many domestic
issues that are important," he said.
All photos were taken in
Zimbabwe; by Toni
Chahley, summerl 993.
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Be an overseas crossroader
SHELDON PAGE
Cord Feature
Do you have a lot of time on your
handsanda yearningto travel over-
seas? If your answer is yes, then
CanadianCrossroads can help you
out.
"CanadianCrossroadsoffersa
cultural exchange for Canadians
who have not been overseas to de-
velop global understanding" said
Gail Zboch. Zboch is Canadian
Crossroad's Administrative co-
ordinator for overseas
Crossroaders.
The opportunity offered by
Canadian Crossroads is a short
term cultural exchange that fo-
cuses of development programs.
The type of program one takes
part in is based on the individual's
interests and skills as well as the
communityneeds ofthe participat-
ing country.Most programs center
around education, agriculture,
health, and community service.
To be eligible for the program
one has to be at least 19 years old.
There is no upper age limit. "We
have a broad spectrum of partici-
pants," said Zboch. "There are a
lot of university participants, peo-
ple with career changes, and peo-
ple who have retired."
While there are no skill re-
quirements,Zboch said that a spe-
cialized skill or being fluent in
more than one language would be
an advantage but not a require-
ment.
The major requirement for a
Canadian Crossroads exchange
program is time. "You will spend
a minimum of eightmonths witha
local committee," said Zboch. The
time with the committee will be
spent doingresearch on the coun-
try to be travelled to, including
arranging for passports and inocu-
lations, as well as raising funds
and awareness for the program.
Twentypercent of the cost of
the exchange program has to be
raised through fund-raising with
otherCrossroadsparticipants.The
twentypercentpresentlyworksout
to be $2100. The remaining 80
percent ofthe cost comes from the
Canadian International Develop-
ment Agency (CIDA).
A Crossroads exchange lasts
from 4 months up to a year. Par-
ticipants can leave Canadain May,
September, orDecember.
UponreturningtoCanada,200
hoursofvolunteerworkhavetobe
donewith either CIDA or another
community development organi-
zation.
Accommodationsoverseasare
provided by the community in
which theexchangeistakingplace.
One will either be living with a
family within the community or
with other Crossroads volunteers.
CanadianCrossroads have volun-
teer country representatives that
co-ordinate placements of volun-
teers within the overseas commu-
nities.
Further information on
Crossroad'sexchanges can be ob-
tainedbysendinga selfaddressed,
stamped envelope to Canadian
Crossroads national office. The
address is: 31 Madison Avenue,
Toronto Ontario MSR 252.
Global perspective
STEVE PEARSON
Cord Features
A ten minute walk from Wilfrid
Laurier University resides an im-
portant and valuable Waterloo
landmark that many students are
unaware of; The Global Commu-
nity Centre.
Ifyour studies or personal in-
terests lie inareas such as environ-
ment, third world studies, human
rights, social justice, women's is-
sues, or international relations, a
trip to the Global Community
Centre is time well spent. Global
offersa widerange ofservicesand
resources in all these subject ar-
eas.
Once there, (89-91 King St. N
Waterloo, upstairs in the building
next toOldEnglishParlour) you'll
find a resource library, rare and
alternative periodicals, audio visu-
als, slides, bridgehead products,
overseas files, country files,and a
helpful staffand a database tohelp
you sort through it all.
Why does all this exist for
you? Well,Globalhasbeenaround
in one form or another since 1968.
Global initiallystarted out asK-W
Overseas Aid, an organization
designed to raise money for sup-
port of overseas development
projects. What soon became ap-
parent, however, was that in try-
ing toraise funds volunteers found
themselves up against a public
which was largely unaware of the
many problems that existed do-
mestically and around the world.
From this lack of community
awareness grewa community De-
velopment Education Centre.
Ever since then, Global has
been working with churches,
schools, universities, interest
groups, and other NGO's in fos-
tering greater community and in-
ternational links, cooperation,and
educational opportunities.
What the Global Community
Centre stands for can best be
summed up by their following
"mission statement";
"We live in an interrelated
world distortedby a concentration
ofpower and wealthwhich denies
the majorityofpeoplecontrol over
their own lives. The result is ma-
terial, intellectual and spiritual
poverty.Togetherwithpeople from
all nations, Global Community
Centre is a participant in the strug-
gle to alleviate these injustices."
Whether you are a student
doinga project on a foreign coun-
try, a concerned individual who
wants to learn more, a graduate
looking for overseas opportuni-
ties, someone who desires profes-
sionalworkshopsor presentations
on varied subject matter, or just
someone whowould like tovolun-
teer your time assisting in Glo-
bal's mission statement goals;
Global is there for you - free of
charge.
Global is funded through a
wide variety of sources from pri-
vate donors, to partner NGOs, to
government agencies.
Global also publishes a bi-
monthly newsletter which is avail-
able for subscriberdelivery,orstop
by and pick one up.
Currently, Globalisofferinga
number of public access services,
including a "movie night" series
at Kitchener Public library (Feb.
2, 9, 16, at 7:lspm) which also
features guest speakers. Also, if
you are interested in volunteering
some time, "Getting Involved"
Global is having its first official
volunteer orientation session on
Saturday, January 29, 9:3opm, at
KnoxPresbyterian Church(50Erb
St. W.).
Whatever your discipline,
whatever your interests, Global
probably has something for you.
Stopby and see whatyou can do to
join in the fight for social justice
and global understanding, or at
least learn something new.
For more information, call
746-4090 (fax: 746-4096).
Laurier goes to Zimbabwe
INGRID NIELSEN
Cord Features
As of May 1994,12 students will be headingoff for
whatcouldbe their most interestingand educational
experience at Laurier.
Only this experience won't be happening at
Laurier directly. It will consist of eight intensive
weeks in the lands of central Africa.
Laurier is finalizinga new inter-session course
in Zimbabwe, offered under the political science
department and Developmental and International
studiesprogram asPO 310andDS330, respectively.
"The course concentrates on getting their hands
dirty in the developmentbusiness," saysDr. Gonick,
political science professor in charge of the expedi-
tion.
"The course is for those interested in profes-
sional pursuits related todevelopment, eitherabroad
or in Canada," says Gonick.
There will be a one and a half day briefing in
London England first. Then the group will travel to
Zimbabwe for three weeks of seminars in Harare,
two weeks of field study, and then four weeks with
a non-governmental organization in the field. The
program will be based in Harare, Zimbabwe, out of
the Institute for Developmental Studies at the Uni-
versity ofZimbabwe.
Whether the students are experiencing life in a
rural village, a foreign university residence, an
urban spread, or a safari lodge, the excursion prom-
ises to be an experience they will never forget.
"This is toaf fordstudentsan experience torelate
their university education, after all their theoretical
courses," says Gonick.
However, the experience doesnot come cheap.
The approximate cost, including room and board,
ground transportation and return airfare, is $3500 to
$4000. Laurier's charge for taking the course as a
credit is not included.
This adventure can count towards your degree.
Two half credits can be earned, but this also means
proper prerequites are required. Check it out withDr.
Gonick in Poli Sci.
The deadline for application is April 1, 1994.
Direct all inquiries to Dr. Gonick, Department of
Political Science at Laurier.
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DRAGON PALACE
~~
Weber Street, Waterloo
Wilfrid Laurier University Chinese Students' Association
Chinese New Year Food Fair '94
4§J Year of the Dog
in the Concourse Thursday, January 27th 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Menu:
~
Combo 1 - $4.75 Combo 2 - $4.25 Combo 3 - $3.50 Combo 4 - $4.75
1. 1 Egg Roll $0.75
2. 4 Sweet&Sour Chicken Balls $1.50 .1 Eqg Roll -1 Egg Roll (Vegetarian) -1 Egg Roll
3. Vegetable Fried Rice $150 - Beef & Mixed Veg - Mixed Chinese Veg - Veg, Fried Rice - S&S Chicken Balls
4. Deep Fried Chicken Wings $1.50 - Deep Fried Chicken Wings - Deep Fried Chicken Wings - Mixed Chinese Veg. - Veg Fried Rice
table $1.50
e - Shanghai Noodle or - Veg Fried Rice
- Veg. Lo Mein - Mixed Chinese Veg.
6. Mixed Chinese Vegetable $1.50 y I
7. Veg. Lo Mein/Shanghai Noodles $1.50
° e
WLU CSA, U of W CSA, U of W HKSA, U of W SMA, U of WTSA
Presents
CHINESE NEW YEAR'S DANCE 1994
DATE: Tuesday, February Bth, 1994 8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
m w/jr m PLACE: Federation Hall, University of Waterloo
ADMISSION: $8.00 Members $ 10.00 Advance $12.00 at the Door
Dress Code is Semi-Formal Over $ 1500 in Door Prizes
Contact WLU CSA - Kelvin at 886-7653 for tickets
y Elections 1994
Nominations are now open for the following positions:
Students' Union Student Publications
President President
Vice-President: University Affairs Board of Directors
Board of Directors
Nomination Packages are available in the Students' Union Offices, and must be
returned by Tuesday January 25th, 1994 at 4:30 p.m.
There will be a mandatory meeting for all nominees, on Tuesday
January 25th, 1994 at 5:30 p.m. in the TV Lounge, 3rd Floor,
Students' Union Building.
For more information, contact:
Steven Hunwicks, Chief Returning Officer, 884-1360
ENTERTAINMENT
TWELFTH NIGHTMARE: HIPPIE HELL
CATHERINE McLINDEN
Cord Entertainment
Phantom of the Opera. Remember
the hype, the publicity and build-
up that preceded the production.
By the time I got tickets 1 was
ready to piss my pants with excite-
ment. And then the bang, the big
let down. Yeah a chandelier
crashed on the floor. Big deal.
(Well alright, I will admit that it
was a cool effect but it still didn't
make up for what 1 thought was a
mediocer rock opera).
I am using this as an analogy
as to what happened with the
Twelfth Night. I really wanted to
like it. Everything that I was told
and researched about the play in-
dicated an amazing production. But
if you haven't guessed already, I
wasn't as thrilled as I had antici-
pated I would be, but was rather
amused at some points and
dissapointed at others.
Alright. Let's talk about this
sixties thing. The costuming was
fantastic. However, I never quite
believed that I was in the sixties. 1
guess it would easy to blame this
on the fact that they still were ut-
tering Shakespearean dilect. Yet I
do not believe this to be the case.
The whole atmosphere just wasn't
conducive to a sixties atmosphere.
It's not like I expected them to
say peace every second line and
smoke weed on stage, it's just that
I thought they focused too much
on convincing us it was the sixties
through the costuming and not
through the way the lines were
presented.
My second beef is about the
role playing changes. In the origi-
nal Shakespearen Theater the
woman were played by men be-
cause it was not socially accept-
able for women to be involved in
theater. Well, we are in the nineties
and it has been acceptable for
women to be theater for...well a
long time now. Director Leslie
O'Dell decided that since men
played women in these
Shakspearean Plays ofthe past then
why not let women play men now.
Why? Why do it now is my
question. I mean, is this some sort
of way of settling a grudge with
Willy Shakespeare? Whatever the
reason, I do notthinkthat itworked
in this play. I mean, there was a girl
or two in the play (I am not too sure
even now as I am still confused)
who tackled this challenge. How-
ever I did not think that they played
men convincingly. They
transformermed themselves into
men by putting on a pair of jeans
and putting their hair into a pony-
tail. Well, then I and countless
other females on campus are mis-
taken for guys weekly.
Maybe the idea would have
worked if all the male roles were
played by women. If it was the
director's intent to imitate
Shakespear's style of performance
with having a cast of all the same
sex then this would be the option
that would make sense to me.
Okay. I would like tosay some-
thing positive because there were
some very excellent aspects to the
play. The singing was absolutely
incredible. Pragna Desai, who
played the role of the singer, is to
be credited with an amazing voice
and an ability to really sing to the
audience. The songs themselves
had a wonderful, certain sixties
folkiness and were one aspect that
actually did add tothe sixties theme.
I really do not have the space
to mention all the names but the
acting was all around very strong
and convincing. Another positive
aspect of the play was the simple
yet effective set. The metal orna-
mental chair, sculpted tree and
small platform was great. As well,
1 thought the lighting was really
wicked with the distortion of light
and the use of colours.
While I am on a positive roll
here I would also like to mention
that SirToby Belch and Sir Andrew
Aguecheek, played by Bob Fisher
and Richard Walsh-Powers, two
Laurier Professers, were hilarious
and delightful to watch.
As well, Malvolio's character,
a sort of straight, anal-retentive
court assistant played by Colin
Beuler, was amazing. Colin was
truely outstanding and I think it
was he who stole the entire show as
he proved himself to be an ex-
tremely convincing and incredibly
funny actor.
The actors try to salvage badly produced play. Keli Watson
PHILADELPHIA: ENLIGHTENING
ANNE FERGUSON
Cord Entertainment
Hollywood's first attempt to ex-
plore the physical and emotional
ravages caused by AIDS was re-
leased across thecountry last week-
end. Starring Tom Hanks and
Denzcl Washington,Philadelphia,
directed by Jonathan Demme (Si-
lence of the Lambs) is a cautious
venture into the realm of discrimi-
nation and fear that surrounds
AIDS.
Tom Hanks plays Andrew
Beckett, a young lawyer who is
fired by his prestigious law firm
because he has AIDS. Seekingrep-
resentation in his wrongful dis-
crimination suit Beckett turns to
Joe Miller, a homophobic lawyer
played by Denzel Washington.
Miller becomes Beckett's court-
room hero in a tense battle to retain
the dying man's dignity.
Hanks' dedication to his role
has been widely publicized and
rumours are brewing that his per-
formance may land him an Acad-
emy award nomination. The 30
pounds Hanks lost for the movie
lent a gripping reality to his char-
acter's condition, allowing Hanks
to experience a fragment of the
fatigue and listlessness of termi-
nally ill patients. His emaciated
body was, for many in the audi-
ence, their first confrontation with
AIDS.
Although some accuse the film
of glossing over the horror of the
disease, it is successful in reaching
a large segment of the population
and increasing AIDS awareness.
The film doesn't limit itself to
exploring discrimination against
AIDS patients, but also focuses on
sexual prejudice. Washington's
portrayal of homophobic Joe Miller
is captivating and at times some-
what too close to home. Before
becoming Beckett's lawyer he
clearly explains his feelings about
gay men. His honesty had much of
the audience shifting uncomfort-
ably in their seats as they found a
little of Joe Miller in themselves.
Although Beckett suffers from
AIDS and Hanks' performance is
gripping, soliciting sympathy and
drainingtheaudience, Milleristhe
character who lingers in the view-
ers' minds. There arc times in the
movie when Miller'ssanity isques-
tionable as he rants about sexual
orientation in the court-room.
His ignorance about AIDS and
his attitude toward homosexuals
are representative of the views of
some of the general public. His
opinions, however, are presented
in a manner that encourages criti-
cism both of his character and of
ourselves.
There was some speculation
before the film's release about
whether or not main-stream audi-
ences were prepared to be con-
fronted with some harsh realities
of AIDS. Because of this the film
was labelled as a court-room drama
and released in only four Canadian
cities before Christmas. High at-
tendance levels and constant de-
mand from smaller centres
prompted nation-wide release last
Friday.
Publicists' fears that the pub-
lic would be sceptical about seeing
the film appearto havebeen largely
unfounded, judging by the sympa-
thetic tear-stained faces leaving the
theatre after each showing.
Have no fear of leaving de-
pressed; this film shows justice
being done, and one man regain-
ing his good name with the love
and support of family and friends.
Stunning in its honesty about com-
mon prejudices and the plight of
those suffering of AIDS, Phila-
delphia is a must-see for every-
one.
NO MONEY, NO GARTH, NO LOSS
RICHARD JOHN
Cord Entertainment
Ok, next time you're in Dr. Disc or
any other record store that sells
used material, do a I ittle price com-
parison. That used CD you were
looking at is about $11.00 com-
pared to its $24.00 over-priced,
brand new relative. Now, what
exactly is the advantage of forking
over the extra $13.00 for the new
copy? Well, you get to rip the
cellophane off yourself and if
you're lucky you get a useless
sticker. Not really a huge advan-
tage for $ 13.00 is it?
Well, the rccord industry in
the U.S., apparently hit hard by the
recession (I don't know how, 1
mean have YOU stopped buying
music), has also discovered the
great deal that is used CDs, and has
decided to lash out against them.
Industry types figure that used CDs
should be priced a little higher to -
get this - allow for royalty pay-
ments. Excuse me, but wasn't that
used CD new once? If so, any
royalties have already been paid.
In essence, record companies want
royalties to be paid two, three even
four times on the same CD. Let's
see, under this pure greed-based
proposal, if an artist sells 2 million
copies ofan albumand half ofthose
copies change hands, royalties are
actuallypaid for 3 million copies.
Of course, this makes the large
assumption that the used record
industry doesn't go underground.
Can't you see it, the used record
store of 1995, some guy with a
raincoat standing on the street cor-
ner, 'psst, buddy, looking for some,
erm... discs?'.
OK, just what are the pros and
cons to used stuff, anyway?
Well, for the consumer there are
four major pr6s.
1. The price. Walk into a used
CD shop and for $50 you could
buy around 4 or 5 CDs. Walk
into HMV and you might get
2. The joy you
get
when
scouring
through used
stuff and come
across a dirt-cheap
gem you've al-
ways been
looking for,
or know
is a
collector's item.
3. A cheap CD by an unknown
artist or an artist of mild interest
that the consumer may take a
chance on because it's cheap.
4. Back catalogue availability.
Usually chains like HMV onlykeep
in stock what sells. If you want that
old obscure Ramones album, you
may only be able to get it used.
How aboutthe consumer cons
to used stuff. Well, you may find a
scratch, but you can usually in-
spect stuff before you buy it, and,
oh yeah, there's no cellophane or
useless sticker.
For the record companies, used
stuff apparently represents lost rev-
enue (thus used CDs may be used
as the scapegoats for a price-hike
in the near future). The second-
hand market however, could, with
a little marketing, be turned to their
advantage. What about that un-
known artist the consumer buys?
If it's well received, there's a po-
tential complete back catalogue
pu rchase there, as wel 1 as word-of-
mouth to friends. This is the
kind of
free pub-
licity the
record
companies
1
apparently
want to stop.
Also, the industry
has really forced this
used market upon them-
selves with the ludicrous
'no-open-product-re-
turn' policy. This
ii pwi i\*y . i 1110
means if a
record
store
opens a
'play
copy' to
promote a
band - theoretically free advertise-
ment for the record company -
they can't sell the CD as new or
return it afterwards. What to do?
Sell it to the consumer at a dis-
count. Hence, the birth of a sub-
culture.
Well, what exactly are the con-
tents of a used record store? As
we've already seen, there are the
'unreturnables' or play copies, as
well as DJ promos (highly sought
items, actually), review copies,
record club 8-for-a penny discs
(can you see royalty payments on
those?), as well as stuff people are
just sick of listening to. Are you
still hangingontoyourMilli Vanilli
CD?
What the record company
hasn't told us is that royalties are
never paid on record club pur-
chases (could be why the price is
so 'low' overall) just as promos
sent to radio stations, DJs, and
newspapers are also royalty-free.
Why then, are record companies
so concerned about a second-hand
royalty payment, ifthey don'tgive
a toss about collecting the first-
hand royalty payment on a good
chunk of product? Could it be they
just want more money? No, great-
est hits compilations and box sets
of already available material (I site
the new Police box set as a current
example) are issued for that rea-
son. The answer is plain, pure and
simple greed.
The results of this 'war' have
been boycotts from major labels to
stores or chains that stock used
material. Artists have even got into
the swing of things, much to their
discredit. Garth Brooks was a fore-
runner of this movement and
vowed to have his product removed
from stores that stocked used ma-
terial. Obviously, he felt he wasn't
rich enough yet and needed the
extra royalties that were being 'sto-
len' by used market operators.
Well, the plan went a bit too
well for oF Garth, and days after
his 'announcement', there were
Garth Brooks CD burnings across
the states. What Garth neglected to
even think about were the ramifi-
cations of a $17.00 price tag at a
time when many of his fans prob-
ably had a tough time feeding their
family, or were on a meagre allow-
ance from their parents. Another
artist in on this was Paul Anka.
Excuse me, but I don't think Paul
has much to worry about. When
was the last time someone bought
one of his records NEW, let alone
used?
All through the last few dec-
ades we have been faced with a
music industry trying to take the
consumer for all he or she is worth.
In the 1980s, the big evil was home
taping complete with large 'home
taping is piracy and is killing the
music industry' warnings every-
where. The industry responded
with a law that placed royalty pay-
ments on blank cassettes (so don't
feel all
that bad about home taping). Now
in the 19905, the scourge is used
CDs and it will be interesting to see
just how far the record companies
greed will extend in this battle.
Also, why are concert tickets
so expensive ?
KIND TO WORLD
DAVID POPOVICH
Cord Entertainment
Envision a humid summer night
where the thought of doing any-
thing is doing too much. The only
effort you can make is to recline
back in the ol' lawn chair to reach
for your favourite beverage while
watching the world pass by. You
just want to hang out pondering
life's unanswerable questions and
hope the evil neighbour's air con-
ditioner breaks down. The choice
music for the evening is best to be
mellow and make you proud of
your lethargic condition. Kindness
of the World, the latest release
from the band Joe Henry, does just
that.
This six member band from
south of the border combine a near
country twang to their contempo-
rary folk music style. During this
effort the band is accompanied by
Bill Dillon and Victoria Williams,
both of whom contribute a great
deal to the tracks. In turn, what
emerges are a collection of songs
which primarily remain within the
boundaries of serene wandering
melodies and modest ballads. The
music itself lullsone intoasenseof
tranquillity as songs stream by in
smooth harmonies. The essence of
Bob Dylan is captured within the
voice of Joe Henry; driven ahead
by a piano, mandolin, banjo and
acoustic guitar. There are a few
songs which break the bounds of
the tranquil motif, however, I as-
sure you they still preserve the
roots of the folk sound.
There's a certain drive echo-
ing throughout this release which
can be sincerely felt by anyone
who listens. Many fantastic acous-
tic pieces are scattered throughout
the CD. You don't only hear the
feeling in the vocals, but in each
individual instrument as well. It is
seldom that one comes across a
release that generates so much
emotion from every aspect of the
production. Each member of the
groupchannels theirown passions
into every instrument. Joe Henry
himself, takes great advantage of
the piano throughout the melan-
choly ballads which comprise a
large component of this release.
The band's fusing of string
and percussion instruments furnish
their music with the element needed
to achieve the melancholy folk
sound which they so artistically
master. Joe Henry does a superb
job producing a release with easy
flowing harmonies, endowed with
profound overtones. So, lean back,
close your eyes and enjoy an ex-
tremely good CD.
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SNUGGLE A DELICIOUS MONSTER
SEAN MATEER
Cord Entertainment
One day, while visiting one of the
local record stores in town, I came
across a peculier CD single by a
band called Delicious Monster.
Thesingle,entitled "Snuggle", had
cheap looking art work on the
cover; but nonetheless, it caught
my attention. When I asked the
helpful employee what the band
was all about, he said; "Well, why
don't you judge them for your-
self?" He proceeded to insert the
disc into the in-store CD player for
my personal perusal.
The first song,"Snuggle," ini-
tially didn't strike me as being any-
thing special. However, when the
chorus belted out loudly, 1 was
already anticipating the next track.
"Simulate" the second song on the
EP, was incredible from the mo-
ment the tambourine began swirl-
ing about eight seconds in. Cou-
pled with great acoustic guitar and
crisp female vocals, "Simulate"
sold me on this single and Deli-
cious Monster.
The bass that began the final
song, "Double Double," was a
faster, yet quite similar sound to
that evident in the song "Push" by
a band called Bleach (one hell of a
band by the way). It was alright,
but after having the single for little
overaweek, I needed to hearmore.
Lucky for me, I was able to get my
hands on Joie de Vivre, the full
length Delicious Monster album.
By far, the most joyous song
on the CD is "Ripped". It has a
great baseline, a catchy chorus,
great guitar and captivating vocals
from their lead singer Rachel
Mayfield. What more could you
ask for? A close second has to be
the mellow and somber "For Her".
Other notables include "Power
Missy", "Big Love", "Talk to Me",
"In You and Me" and the afore-
mentioned "Snuggle".
Although I'm not an advocate
ofthose who attempt to sight influ-
ences or comparisons, I can say the
following; their sound (and it var-
ies from song to song), and in
particular the vocals, may appeal
to those individuals who enjoyThe
Sundays, Belly, Juliana Hatfield,
the Breeders, the Cranberries and
Bjork. Some of you may disagree,
but if you own a few of these bands
CD's at home, than chances are
you will find something unique
andenjoyablewith "Joiede Vivre".
LOCKINGTON: HOMEGROWN GUY
CHRISTOPHER SKALKOS
Cord Entertainment
The talent that exists among Lau-
rier Students is one of this school's
best kept secrets. Andrew
Lockington, a second year Music
Student, is one of those secrets.
Since he started playing piano
at the age of five, Lockington has
seriously devoted his life to music,
but for the large part, Lockington
chooses to keep off the stage and in
the studio.
"1 don't really enjoy playing
live that much." said the 19 year
old musician who admits a prefer-
ence for writing rather than per-
forming. "I mainly enjoy writing
music and I feel that's where my
strength lies," he said.
For Lockington, composing
music has a much more deeper
meaning.
"I'm not doing it [writing
music] for the recognition, it's what
I like to do, it's my way of express-
ing myself," Lockington said. "1
find that I need to write when I'm
going through a period of my life
with a lot of change. That's how I
channel out my emotions," the soft
spoken musician added.
Enrolled in the composition
program majoring in piano,
Lockington chose to come to Lau-
rier to first learn more about the
fundamentals of music rather than
to gain a certificate that would
help him find a job.
"I'm not in it for the degree as
much as I'm in it for the experi-
ence and for anything that could
add to my knowledge of music."
Lockington said.
Choosing to study music, how-
ever, was not an easy decision for
Lockington who comes from a fam-
ily of engineers and successful pro-
fessionals that expected him to
follow in the family's footsteps.
"You start to question your-
self a lot but you have to develop
confidence for what your doing.
When I chose to go into music I
chose it not to be successful money-
wise but to do what I wanted to
do," said Lockington who some-
times feels uncertain about the fu-
ture.
"1 know where I someday
want to be but 1 don't know how
I'm going to get there, but the one
thing that kind of makes me feel
better is that 1 know I'm doing
something 1 enjoy doing...even
though I might starve," said
Lockington adding that his family
has been supportive in the long-
run.
Even though piano is his main
instrument Lockington is quite pro-
ficient with the guitar displaying
an intricate combination of com-
plex melodies touching on folk to
classical in style. Amazingly
enough, Lockington taught him-
self how to play guitar and has
only been playing the instrument
for two years.
"Piano gives you a certain
viewpoint but when you're work-
ing with the guitar it's like ap-
proaching the same goal from a
different crutch," explained
Lockington who originally picked
up the guitar to help him write, but
has since grown to be a vital part of
his music.
Infact, Lockington's solo self-
debut CD titled Dream expected
to be released within the new year
features Lockington's music on a
12 string acoustical guitar.
Even though Lockington con-
siders himself to be predominately
a solo artist, there was once a time
when he played in a fairly success-
ful rock band based out of To-
ronto.
Only 15 years old at the time,
Lockington recalls going to high
school during the day and playing
the bar circuit at night, sometimes
as often as six nights a week.
Lockington admits that the money
was good and the band was getting
gigsall over Ontario; however, for
him music holds a higher purpose
than achieving fame and fortune.
"I'm really interested in the
emotional part of music and how
music touches the emotions and
this seems to be what I write my
songs about," Lockington said.
"I appreciate all sorts of music
but one thing about music that I
really appreciate is how music can
really touch you emotionally and
that's my ultimate goal."
Editor's note: The purpose ofthis
column is to expose the variety of
talent among the students at WLU.
Suggestions and contributions are
welcome.
What'sHappening
Norm Foster's The Affections of May will be performed at the
Humanites Theatre tonight
Betty Lambert's Under The Skin is performed at the Kitchener
Waterloo Live Theatre Studio in Waterloo Jan 21 and 22
Prairie Oyster and Jim Witter clam it up at Lulu's Jan 22
The Canadian Chamber Ensemble performs a "Nine Decades
Series Concert" at the Recital Hall at W.L.U. Jan 25
The Stoaters play celtic music at Phil's Jan 26
The Hungarian State Folk Ensemble dance the night away at the
Centre-ln-The-Sqaure Jan 26
Fatcats meow at Volcano Jan 28
K-W Philharmonic Choir performs African Sanctus /Requiem at
The Centre In The Square Jan 29
Emerita Emerencia weaves together myths, legends and folktales
in
"Stories My GrandmotherTold Me" at The Seagram Museum Jan 29
Alananah Myles brings her rocking horse to Lulu's Jan 29
My Fair Lady is at The Centre In The Sqaure Jan 31 and Feb 1
The works of artists Justine Giulaini (paintings) and Cindy Kirsh
(sculpture) are on diplay at the Robert Langen Gallery (WLU) until
Jan 29
Jean Hay's exhibit High Arctic is on display at the Kitchener/
Waterloo Art Gallery until Feburary 27
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METALLICA BINGES AND PURGES
BRYAN KRUUK
Cord Entertainment
For the most part, I am not a big fan
of live recordings. More often
than not the sound quality is not
there, and quicker drum beats de-
stroy a song's cohesiveness. How-
ever, the past Metallica concerts I
have attended greatly impressed
me, so I thought I would give this
effort a try.
Hence the Metallica box set:
Live Shit: Binge & Purge. The
offering contains three CD's or
cassettes, three video tapes and a
book composed of events that took
place during the tour of the black
album.
First the CD's. The music on
these is incredible. Recorded over
a five night stand in Mexico City,
there is close to four hours of ma-
terial and contains almost every
Metallica track a fan could want to
hear.
The sound quality in this box
set is perhaps better than any live
record I have heard. The power
of the rhythm section (Jason
Ncwstcd on Bass, Lars Ulrich on
Drums) is captured perfectly and
results in making sev-
eral songs on the al-
bum actually
heavier than the stu-
dio versions. Songs
such as "Creeping
Death", "One" and
"Master of Puppets"
arc excellent exam-
ples of this phenom-
enon and arc argu-
ably better because
of it.
Singer James
Hctficld sounds supcrh
on every track and is great
at keeping the crowd involved
throughout the show. The
words that roll out of his mouth
arc not always the cleanest though,
so you had better turn the volume
down a bit when your mom is in the
room.
Other musical interludes that
are worth mentioning include a
great medley of songs from the
...And Justice For All album, as
well as "Am I Evil?" and "Fade To
Black". All arc done differently
than on the studio albums and arc a
real pleasure to listen to. And for
all of you 'new fans' of Mctallica,
there arc plenty of tracks from the
black album, some of which are
"Enter Sandman", "Sad But True"
and "Nothing Else Matters".
The nicest surprise on Live
Shit: Binge & Purge is that we get
to hear how talented Jason
Newstcd really is. He breaks into
several great bass solos through-
out the concert and even takes
over t h c
vocal du-
ties on
a few songs, the most notable being
"Seek & Destroy". Not everyone
will appreciate his voice, but I think
he adds great character to the
tracks.
Now the videos. Two of the
three vids arc of a concert in San
Diego during the last tour. The
picture and sound quality is good
and there are some great camera
shots. Overall it is a great produc-
tion, but lacks the entertainment to
keep your attention throughout the
show. In fact I find myself more
interested in the book than the video
a lotofthetime. However, I will talk
about the book more in a minute.
The other tape is of a show in
Seattle during the...And Justice
For All tour and is somewhat better
than the other concert. Songs that
you don't get to see Metallica play
very often such as "The Thing
That Should Not Be" and
"Breadfan" are featured on this
tape, and as a result it is more fun to
watch.
Finally there is the book.
Within it there are several
pictures of both the show
and a look behind the
scenes. This substantial
size book lists every tour
date and features little
pieces of trivia through-
out, including a story re-
garding the Montreal in-
cident.
I realize that no matter what
I write here, I will not con-
vince an average Metallica
fan that Live Shit: Binge &
Purge is worth the $80 to $100
you will need to shell out in
order to get it. However, if you
are a dedicated fan, it will be a
most rewarding experience if you
get the chancc to pick this up.
Oh, and just in ease you still
can't dccidc whether to pick this up
or not, the box set comes with a nifty
back stage pass sticker as well. lam
sure this extra information is a real
selling point, so it would have been
unfair to you the consumer not to
have mentioned it.
TheDynamic Duo
byTanyaVentura
andMelanieSeal
Dear D.D.,
I have this problem. My girl-
friend likes me to be fully clothed
when we make love. 1 sort of
enjoy it, but lately my zipper has
been cutting me. Not big gaping
cuts, but enough to annoy me and
my member. What should I do?
Signed,
Zipper Rash
Dear Zipper Rash,
Now it is known why the
Levi'ssol button fly is so popular.
Get rid of her! Make her keep
her pants on, and see how much
fun she has! Love is supposed to
hurt, not chaffc.
Dynamic Duo
Dear Dynamic Duo,
Evcrytime my boyfriend and
I have sex, my dog sits at the end
of the bed and howls. Should we
a)lock him out of the room b) let
him howl c) let him join in
P.S. Is beastiality really against
the law?
Signed,
Doggy Style
Dear Doggy Style,
Often one will turn a blind
eye to the justice system. The
involvement of the said dog would
depend on its size. A german
shepherd is a completely differ-
ent story to climbing a chihuahua
mountain. However, before you
embark on this endeavor, make
sure the howling is coming from
your furry friend-at the end of
the bed.
Dynamic Duo
Dear Dynamic Duo,
My boyfriend, as of late, has
decided he can no longer per-
form without the use of various
sex toys. I'm all for a little variety,
hut sometimes I would like to
have sex without the use of four
D batteries.
Signed,
Batteries Not Included
Dear Batteries Not Included,
It is true that sex can be en-
hanced by various mechanical
devices, at times one may be-
come too dependent on these
battery powered stimulants.
There comes a time when flesh
can be just as fulfilling. If you
hold a sincere grudge against
batteries, do not turn your back
on the more physical tools. Tra-
ditional favourites include rope, ;
handcuffs, and pipe cleaner. No
batteries required, some assem-
bly needed. Dynamic
Duo
Dear D.D.,
My partner and I are new to
the Waterloo region, and new to
WLU. We are finding it difficult
to locate new and interesting
places to have sex. Perhaps
you two always informed women
would know a few places.
Signed,
Lookin' For Love In All The
Wrong Places
Dear lookin for 10ve...,
Laurier is a campus filled with
diversity. New and interesting
places includetheconveyorbelt in
the dining hall, top floor of the
Library, and locally there are many
Mennonite barns around for a roll
in the hay. Don't forget Lorna
Marsden's office which has a nice
big desk. Just don't forget your
trusty J-clothes to wipe away the
evidence. Of course you're adding
the erotic element of academic
suicide.
Dynamic Duo
Watchfor the Dynamic Duo weekly
as they answer the sexual ques-
lions of the slightly warped stu-
dents at Laurier. If you have a
problem about sex, or if you are
just plain weird, drop off a letter
for the Dynamic Duo at the Centre
Spot located in the Student Union
Building.
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ENCYCLOPEDIC, DULL, BORING, AND
UNEXCITING, "COURAGE" DOESN'T CUT IT
JAYSON "RAMBO"
GEROUX
Cord Entertainment
1 find that most military history
books are garbage. They either
rely too heavily on photos and pic-
tures, or have basic histories to
them with no real depth or analysis,
or most of the time both. Some
military books just glorify war alto-
gether, and good examples of all
the above arc usually on display at
any Smithbooks or Coles book-
stores.
It is of usual delight to come
acrossa military history book which
states a clear thesis, solid arguments,
challenging theories, in-depth re-
search and analysis, and a number
of primary and secondary sources
available to back it up (examples of
this can be found in Granatstein's
The Generals, Stanley Karnow's
Vietnam: A History, or Allen
Millett'sSemperFidelis: AHistory
ofthe United States Marine Corps.
All excellent and interesting read-
ing-)
Unfortunately, today's book
review falls into the former, and
not the latter, example. For the first
time in this column,! review a newly
published military history book that
gets a negative review.
Courage on the Battlefield: Cana-
da's Military Heritage, Volume II
by Arthur Bishop (ed.)
McGraw-Hill Ryerson
341 pages, $35.00
Bishop (the son of famed Ca-
nadian World War I ace William
"Billy" Bishop) has edited a three
volume set entitled the Canada's
Military Heritage series.
Volume I, Courage in the Air,
was released in 1992. Volume 11,
the subject of this review, was re-
leased just last year. Volume 111,
Courage at Sea, will be released in
1994. Each book consists of hun-
dreds of mini-biographies of Ca-
nadians in combat from the War of
1812 up to the Korean War (1950-
1953). Each Canadian receives on
average a paragraph or at maxi-
mum a page which describes their
specific actions in combat which
awarded them medals as heroes.
And that's it, folks. No thesis.
No arguments for a thesis. No
theories to analyse or challenge.
No real in-depth research. In es-
sence, this is not a history book. Oh
sure, it has historical events which
take place in between its covers,
but as we all know, boys and girls,
history is not the regurgitating of
names, events, dates, and places.
Which is what this book does.
There are also a couple of
other problems with the book.
Bishop, in his introduction, contra-
dicts himself by going ahead and
doing what he says he is not going
to do, as seen by this brief excerpt:
"There never can, nor ever will
be, a compleat, definitive compen-
dium of Canadians who distin-
guished themselves on the battle-
field. Mission impossible; they
number too many to make that con-
ceivable or practical Obviously,
even a simple name, rank, and
award listing...would fill asmall tel-
ephone book. By then enlarging
those same listings into even the
most cursory sketches of deed and
data would magnify it into diction-
ary-size proportions - encyclope-
dic, boring, dull, and unexciting."
Yet Bishop does the very thing
which he sets out not todo — he
makes the heroic actions of these
Canadians encyclopedic, boring,
dull, and unexciting. He is correct
in saying that the number of Cana-
dians who served heroically in
combat "number too many to make
that conceivable or practical," yet
he goes ahead and attempts to do it
anyway.
Don't get me wrong. I am not
trying to take away from the heroic
efforts and actions of the thousands
of Canadian who have sacrificed
in battle. It is they who make up
Canada's military heritage (thus the
aptly named title).
However, Bishop's book,
while it has good intentions (Bishop
is trying to make Canadians feel
proud by saying "look at all of
Canada's heroes!"), seems to miss
the point of what a book of history
really is and what it is supposed to
do— teach through a thesis, backed
with solid arguments and in-depth
research from a number of primary
and secondary sources. Regurgi-
tating names, dates, battles, and
actions may make you feel proud
as a Canadian, but it does not make
for good history or good reading.
To be honest, this book will not be
finding its way into my library.
Special thanks goes to the in-
credibly friendly, really nice, and
always smiling Kathryn
Wardropper of the Laurier book-
store who lent me this book to re-
view.
Ergo
By C.Walsh
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HIPPIES AND CROSS-DRESSERS
GREG SLOAN
Entertainment Editor
This past week I had the opportu-
nity to watch cross dressers mingle
with hippies and generally support
the idea of "free love". No, 1 didn't
rent a new Mickey Rourke movie,
and I didn't go to one of those
"theatres" situated along some
dingy back alley in downtown
Toronto. In fact, this entertainment
spectacle happened right here on
the Laurier campus. I'm talking
about Theatre Laurier's version of
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night.
The play was advertised as "a
romantic comedy with a 60's
groove..." Like, far out dude. The
costumes included such common
clothes of the era such as vests,
beads and enough denim to make a
pair of pants for Roseanne Barr.
Bob Dylan songs were played be-
fore the show to put the audience
into the right frame of mind. The
only thing missing was illegal sub-
stances (though they might have
helped me to understand what was
going on).
Now, 1 grant that the sixties
were probably a great time to live
in. But what the hell does that
decade have to do with Shake-
speare? Twelfth Night does con-
tain many love scenes, and the
Sixties was the era of free love, but
that is where the comparison ends.
Even this link is a weak one, since
love and sex have been going on
for centuries (just check out the
Conan movies).
In the liner notes of the pro-
gram the director of the produc-
tion, Leslie O'Dell, writes that "the
concept of historical realism in
theatrical staging is a relatively
recent (mid-nineteenth century)
convention." What this means in
plain english is that many produc-
ers make use of the clothes, furni-
ture and ideas of the day in order to
help the audience understand a play
which was written a few hundred
years ago.
While this is not a totally bad
idea, in this case I had many prob-
lems with O'Dell's approach to
Twelfth Night. First of all, the
sixties themselves are now out of
date by about twenty years. The
main bulk of the audience is stu-
dents, and most of them were not
even born until the seventies, that
glorious decade of disco and Herb
Tarlek. If O'Dell really wanted to
make the play contemporary she
could have set it at least in the
eighties, and played some rap mu-
sic in the intermission.
Secondly, Twelfth Night is
not the most popular of Shake-
speare's plays. Unlike Romeo and
Juliette and Hamlet, this play con-
tained a plot unknown to most of
the theatre goers. It is confusing as
it is; why try to change it. I can sec
taking the above plays and altering
them since most people will have a
chance to see the originals. How-
ever, I probably never will see
Twelfth Night again. Why not
perform it straight ahead, without
trying to add something to what is
already a remarkable play.
All the sixties theme succeeded
in doing was to add to my confu-
sion. At no time did I actually
believe that these characters were
living in that decade. One reason
could be that all of the characters
were speaking in the language of
Shakespearean England.
Just imagine Dennis Hopper
climbingdown from his Big Harley
in Easy Rider and spouting thees
and thous. And just how many
dukes were there in the summer of
love? (those good old boys in
Hazzard were just learning how to
drive so they don't count). The
only thing sixtyish about the pro-
duction was the costumes.
Which brings me to another
point. The cost of admission was
eight bucks for students and sen-
iors and ten smackers for anyone
else. The play was performed four
nights. Let's say they pull in about
one hundred poor saps each night.
That's quite a bit of dough. And
what do we get in return? The
acting was very good, but I don't
imagine much of the profits were
going to them.
The scenery consisted of some
stuffed thing that resembled a tree
and in no way brought the sixties
to mind. The costumes were mainly
sixties garbs that could have been
purchased at little cost. Where was
that money going? There are the
professionals involved, like the
fight director. Yeah, let's employ
some guy for one or two fight
scenes. What is this, the Canadian
government?
The main plotrevolved around
Viola, a girl, pretending to be
Cesario, a boy. Her big disguise
consisted of putting her hair in a
ponytail and putting on a pair of
jeans. Let's see. I guess that means
my mom has been cross dressing
for a few years now. I'd better talk
to dad and see if we can't get this
problem worked out before it goes
too far.
You'd thing they at least could
have thrown a wig on her or some-
thing. The end result was that a
quality play and very good acting
by everyone involved was cheap-
ened by shoddy props and cos-
tumes and a misguided attempt to
experiment with one of the best
playwrights ever. And that's the
view from the farm for this week.
Imagine these jokers spouting Shakespeare. Pic: File Photo
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NOT YOUR AVERAGE HOROSCOPE
KEVIN BLACK
Cord Entertainment
Aries (March 21-April 19):
Things turn ugly when, in a
drunken haze, you refer to your
professor as a "wascally wabbit"
and start shooting wildly in class.
Campus cops are forced to haul
you away. However, you do get to
appear in the "Bag 'o' Crime"
Taurus (April 20-May 20):
Great news! That annoying "burn-
ing sensation" you experience dur-
ing certain bodily functions will
soon pass.
Gemini (May 21-June 21):
Watch out for falling pianos!!!
Cancer (June 22-July 22):
Your money woes are over. Pros-
titution seems like the best course
of action after being rejected from
Co-op.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22):
You will grow a tail like a monkey
that will be the envy of all your
friends.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Your strange unsatiable fetish for
rodents wearing women's cloth-
ing will get out of hand. Seek pro-
fessional help before it's too late.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23):
Just two words for you this week:
Increased Regularity!
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You will be chascd by a pack of
wild cheetahs, to and from class,
every day this week.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
You will be abducted by a race of
well-endowed aliens who will give
you a lust-filled night of unimagi-
nable ecstasy and animal passion.
Later, they will unfortunately cut
you open and pickle your brain.
But it will have been worth it.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
After accidently burning down
your new business, you will break
up with your long-time girlfriend
and become a model for an attrac-
tive advertising exec. Oh, sorry....
that's the plot from Melrose Place.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Your worst trouble will be sniper-
fire from on top of the CTB.
Laylow and avoid unnecessary
classes this week.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20):
Absolutely nothing exciting hap-
pens to you this week.
FRESH PRINCE SEES RED
KIM HURLEY
Cord Entertainment
These two American rappers
started out seven years ago with no
expectations of such amazing suc-
cess. Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh
Prince have been one of rap's most
successful and enduring groups.
They have produced four albums,
two grammies, three American
music awards and over five mil-
lion albums sold between the two
of them.
Their most recent album, Code
Red, has been very productive and
successful for the group. The al-
bum was created with makers Pete
Rock, Dallas Austin and Hulas and
Fingers, who helped to create their
smash hit "Summertime". Code
Red includes a song, "Shadow
Dreams," that is representative of
the group's maturity, their conse-
quent struggles with the demands
of success and what they learned
from their exposure to the world
and their relationship with each
other.
The variety of songs on Code
Red have been quite successful.
There are several different pat-
terns of rhythm used throughout
the album. Jazzy's outstanding
D.J. talent combined well with the
overpowering voice of the Fresh
Prince. The group has used vari-
ous samples from Lowell Fulsom,
Christopher Williams, Luther
Vandross and others to help give
their lyrics and different melodies
some pizzazz.
"Boom! Shake the Room!",
the first single off the album, in-
cludes a variety of balanced
rhythms, instruments and vocals
to create a well mixed beat. It is the
powerful bass and repetitiveness
of the song that has made it such a
success.
D.J Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh
Prince have been one of the most
successful duos in the history of
rap music. They have each gone
separate ways with theirindividual
careers, but have still managed to
keep their sound alive. This album
gives us insight into this duo's
talent and determination.
EXPERIENCING HEAD AT THE BOMBER
ANTON VOLCANSEK
Cord Entertainment
Lead singer Hugh Dillon drank,
smoked and spit his way through
the Headstones' January 7th gig at
UW's Bombshelter. With his con-
cert shirt showing the signs ofwear
and tear, many couldn't help no-
tice the rip in the crotch of Hugh
Dillon's black jeans that threat-
ened to dig up the latent homo-
sexual tendencies I thought I laid
to rest in grade nine.
The set started with "Cem-
etery", a song with special signifi-
cance to anyone who has made
love on a headstone. They threw
"Heart of Darkness" out there early
for the frenzied five on the dance
floor to stomp on. Bobbing heads
were in evidence at most every
table.
If the audience wasn't coming
to the stage, Dillon demonstrated
his willingness to come to them.
He frequently stepped offthe stage
onto the dance floor to sing or grab
a smoke, amidst the five or six
hearty fans who expressed the need
to groove away from their seats.
A flood of patrons hit the floor
when they heard the opening of
"When SomethingStands for Noth-
ing." There was a similarly elec-
tric reaction to "It's All Over",
which never fails to conjure im-
agesof Jim Morrison crooning lines
from "Unknown Soldier" (It's all
over. The war is over, baby...), in
my head at least.
"We're a Canadian band" and
have "got an American record deal
now, so fuck you," as Hugh Dillon
honestly put it, with a good-na-
tured smirk. Soon may be the last
chance to see this band in an inti-
mate setting before they make it
big time, like the Turret's recent
headliners The Tea Party.
Dillon puts Dylan to shame
with the Headstones' brisk version
of The Travelling Wilburys'
"Tweeter and the Monkey Man".
As part of an encore they also did
covers of the theme from Rawhide
and The Monkees' classic "Step-
ping Stone". They transformed
these gems into raunchy rock an-
thems by implantingaHeadstonian
spine into them. The Headstones
sound is dusky yet refined, and
could breathe life into a funeral
march.
The Kingston natives hinted at
their roots with a brief interlude of
theTragically Hip's"NewOrleans
is Sinking" in the middle of "Oh
My God!", which ended their set.
For some great Canadian rock try
the Headstones' Picture of Health
CD.
I bumped into Dillon before
the set hoping to get details of his
reported acting work with director
Bruce MacDonald ofRoadkill and
Highway 61 fame, but he promptly
rebounded to the bar for a beer and
two tall orders of what looked like
vodka and orange juice before tak-
ing them to the stage. After the
show, I managed to speak with a
Headstone (guitar? drums?
They've changed their haircuts
since the liner notes). 1 asked,"How
much for a T-shirt?" He said,
"Fifteen dollars." When I returned
with the correct change, he said
"Fifteen dollars?" and I surren-
dered the crumpled bills. When I
asked him if they were extra large
he handed me one, saying "They're
all extra large." It then occurred to
me that if you want a good inter-
view you must ask good questions.
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ATTENTION
Students interested in
becoming Communication
Studies majors in 1994/1995
should contact the
program' s coordinator as
soon as possible. Dr. Iwona
Irwin-Zarecka can be
reached at ext. 3659; her
offic hours are on Tuesday,
10:30 - 12:30 (CTB 5-418).
High enrollment figures make
advance planning essential;
no counselling will be
possible during
preregistration.
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1 can't believe how bloody cold it is outside. I have to get Colleen to wear a hat
- no more frostbite. All Letters to the Editor must be submitted signed, typed (or
submitted on disk or via E-mail) and double-spaced by Tuesday , January 25, at
12:00 pm for the following publication. But, we can only print letters that bear the
author's real name, telephone number, and I.D. number (if applicable). Please see
ihe letters policy on the next page for all the details. All letters must be no longer
lhan 500 words. All submissions become the property of The Cord and we reserve
'he right to edit or refuse any submissions. My house actually felt warm this week!
1 he Cord will not print anything in the body of Ihe paper considered to be sexist,
racist, homophobic in nature by the staff as a voting body, or which is in violation
of our code of ethics. It is possible that some really vile letters will show up in the
letters section, since it is an open forum. Elected BOD's - This is the third year that
1 have heard this tale. Cord subscription rates arc $15.00 per term for addresses
within Canada and $18 outside the country. The Editor-in-Chief will provide a free
subscription to whoever can turn up the damn heat. The Cord is printed by the over-
inking people of McLaren Press.
1 he Cord publishes each Thursday unless we all freeze to death. The Cord is
a full member of Canadian University Press. All commentary is strictly the opinion
of the writer and does not necessarily represent those of the Cord staff, the editorial
board, theWLU Student Publications Board of Directors, or Jack "the son ofa bitch"
Frost. Copyright (c) 1994 by WLU Student Publications, 75 University Ave. West,
Waterloo, Ontario, N2L3CS. No part of this publication may be reproduced without
permission of the Editor-in-Chief unless 1 learn to play guitar.
COMMENT
Make me suffer
I am a smoker
Four months ago, I was not a "smoker". I had smoked on and offfor about two years,
but I really never found the urge to smoke on any regular basis. Why did I smoke?
Because it gave me a buzz, quite frankly. Yes, for you non-smokers, smoking does
indeed give you a buzz for the first while.
So why do I now call myself a smoker? I've bought cigarettes twice in 1994.1 now
can go to the 7-Eleven and ask for a particular brand of cigarettes, instead of just
pointing and grunting.
This week is national Non-Smoking week. By the time you read this article,
Weedless Wednesday will have come and gone.And I will have had about six to eight
more cigarettes (depending what time of the day you read this).
Do I care thatWeedless Wednesday gives us all an opportunity to give up smoking?
Not really. Weedless Wednesday is a great idea for those who want to quit, but I really
don't want to. I'll quit when I leave this university, and the few places where I smoke:
Wilf's, the Willison Lounge, outside the Student Union Building, and Phil's
I feel that I'm part ofa new generation ofsmokers. As Morrissey would sing, I smoke
because I'm hoping for an early death. The idea ofsmoking in an indoor area that is not
a bar is a completely foreign thought to me. I am of that group of smokers that expects
to freeze or fry (depending on the season) for their nic-fix
I am an educated smoker. I realize that smokingputs me at a greater risk for a plethora
of cancers, heart disease, lung disease, and since I am on the pill, blood cots that could
pose an immediate risk to my life.
But I am like anyone else. I only listen, actually take in and consider those things
that I want to, and ignore the rest.
I can't be smoking because it's cool. Most of my friends are quitting, or have quit
smoking. It's "cool" to be an ex-smoker now.
Since I became an official smoker a few months ago, I have stopped smoking, not
out of choice, or that I could not smoke due to a cold, but simply because I forgot to
smoke. A week and a half went by, and I really could have cared less if I lit up.
Do I think that they should increase the taxes on cigarettes? Hell yes! With people
like me going around and pulling dollars out of the health system, they should tax the
hell out of me, based on how much I smoke.
Should they allow smoking indoors? Does it make sense to allow people to light
tubes of crushed dried leaves indoors? Does that even make the tiniest bit of sense?! I
rest my case.
I am a smoker against smoker's rights. Give me a box outside to protect me from
the wind, and I'll be happy.
Oh one thing... just don't tell my mom.
Editorial by Kathleen Honey, News Editor
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those ofthe rest
of the Cord Staff, or of its publisher, WLU Student Publications.
CEREBELLA By Ryan Feeley
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Letters Policy
- All letters must be signed and submitted with the author's name, student identificationand
telephone number.
- All letters will be printed with the author's name. Letters can be printed without the
author's name only by permission of the Editor-in-Chief.
- Letters must be received by Tuesday at noon for publication in that week's issue in print,
on IBM format disk, or via E-mail at: thecord@machl.wlu.ca
- Letters that are submitted on disk or via E-mail must be accompanied by a letters release
form or a signed hard copy that can be obtained at the Cord offices.
- Letters must be typed, double spaced, and cannot exceed 500 words.
- The Cord reserves the right to editany letter. Spelling and grammar will not be corrected.
- The Cord reserves the right to reject any letter in whole or in part, that is in violation of
existing Cord policies.
- The Cord is accepting photos to the editor.The Cord will accept black and white or colour
photographs. The photographer's name, address, phone number, student number, and brief
description must be printed on the back of the photograph. One photo per issue will be used.
Politically
correct is silly
To the Editor:
I don't know if you happened to see Prime
Time CBC Newsworld on Monday evening, but
there was a large segment on the growing unrest
on North American campuses over "Political
Correctness" or "Cultural Sensitivity" or what-
everyou want tocall it.They used three different
stories, one about a law student who was given
a hard time about his expressing his opinions on
the lower admission .standards for Aboriginals
(or Native Canadians (whichever is correct,
please excuse my ignorance)), another about
some students who were upset about how a
course on Gay and Lesbian literature was being
taught and the last story was about students at
McGill who would not let a guest speaker talk.
The last two cases I had serious trouble with,
because the protesters were participating in a
disruptive way and not a discussion. The class-
room was not the correct location to spew off
opinion to the captive audience of people who
came to hear the speakers and not their whatever
- "rights" forums. I agree with the guy they
brought on, that freedom of speech must be
maintained and that the best way to destroy
offensive speech is with more open talk and not
with regulations and repressions.
I believe in equality. I would like to see
people being hired on the basis of merit and not
the colour of their skin. "The best person for the
job". The idea of a less qualified person getting
a job because of reverse-discrimination clearly
should scare most of us because it hurts us all in
a way. I believe this at the root of much of this
unrest. At the same time, I also understand the
need for affirmativeaction to make the employ-
ment of minorities more representative of the
population disbursement and to combat previ-
ous discrimination. I support it only because I
hope that future generations will be able to avoid
al! this nonsense through our efforts. The true
weapon should be eliminating discrimination in
our young through education.
As for "political correctness", what a bloody
waste of lime. It has become impossible to say
anything that someone else won't take offense
to. The idea that politicians arc screwing around
making sure signs say "Raised Maintenance
Covers" instead of "Raised Manhole Covers"
when there arc real issues to be dealt with drives
me nuts. (Remember unemployment, welfare,
the debt?). I mean sure, change the signs when
its time to print new ones, but can you imagine
the time and expense that was spent altering all
those old signs. Obviously there are some words
that are racist, said with intent to harm and
should not be accepted in society. However, I
am a visually challenged person of size, but if
someone says,"the overweight guy with glasses
over there" it was not meant in a negative or
demeaning way. I wish people would try to
understand thisa littlemore insteadofgettingall
worked up. It's silly, and only helps to divide us
more into little warring factions. Luckily, I have
not noticed too much of this at Laurier, with the
exception of one student blurting out an objec-
tion to the professors use of the phrase "rule of
thumb", and the biggest debate here is this
stupid vegetarian/meat-eater thing.
Adam Dallaway
Stats skewed
Dear Editor,
One thing that I have learned at this place of
higher education is that statistics are not to be
trusted 73% of the time. I do not think that I am
alone here, as I am sure that 50% of the popula-
tion of this school are also cautious when it
comes to these amazing figures of fable. Why
then, 99.9% of the time when I openThe Cord to
the feature, do I find facts-o-folly biting at my
face. Call-out boxes taking up 13% of the paper
with numbers of nonsense.
65% of these "facts" are relevant, however,
how do we know that they are even remotely
close to the way it is without having been pro-
vided with a test of significance? Better judge-
ment tells me to avoid even reading these sick-
ening stastistical sludgepots, so I do not.
The journalism in the feature is good as a
rule. Do not drag yourself down by cluttering
yourselves with deviant deviations.
Sincerely Skewed and Mean,
Scott McKay
New column
offends atheist
To the editor:
As an atheist, I am offended that you at the
Cord would insult my intelligence by allowing
one of your writers to try to convert me to his
religion. I would have thought that if you were
going to plunge into the always controversial
world of religion, you would have at least pro-
vided some balance on the subject. This might
have at least in part justified the shameless
preaching found in the column you so cutely
entitle "Fish".
It's even more depressing to think that this
newspaper is representingour university, which
is (supposed to be) an institute of higher learn-
ing. In lightof this, I found it disgusting that you
simply pay lip service to those who are search-
ing for the truth. The article encourages ques-
tions, but only questions to which the answer is
god.
If this god really "encourages a searching
heart", he should understand how few things in
life (and theology) are really that simple. Thus,
he cannot punish me for insisting on searching
until I find an acceptable answer. (I neverexpect
to find one, but I am secure enough to accept
doubt as part of life.)
So, I truly doubt that this is the "most
important decision of (my) entire life," and I
certainly don't need somebody else to tell me
how to make my decisions. My life is my own
and I am willing to take responsibility for my
own actions, so I resent being told that I need
supernatural assistance in this department. Such
unsubstantiated claims do nothing but insult
your readers. If you are going to preach to us,
you should at least provide evidence for the wild
claims that you make. You imply that there is so
much of it to go around, but I have seen none.
Nor have I ever been able to get any to the
alleged "real answers" from christians to the
questions I ask and find the claim that "logically
verifiable reasons fall on the side of the be-
liever" completely laughable. If there was just
one such reason to believe in, there would be no
argument. But there is no such reason; you
cannot prove that god exists, just as I cannot
prove that he does not exist. Faith (or lack of it)
is a personal thing, and as such should not be
preached in newspapers.
Nat Leach
Seatbelts save
society money
Dear Editor:
No Ingrid, you do not deserve the right to
choose whether to wear your seat belt. Yes, the
province of Ontario does.
Why is this, you must be asking yourself as
you bop on down the road smoking and singing
along in your car. It's exactly as you write in
your editorial, "a complete shut down of one's
life."
Should you be involved in an automobile
accident, and are severely injured for the sole
reason that you did not wear your seatbelt - you
will require hospitalization. Who pays for that?
You do, in a way. So do 1, and so does the rest of
the province. Because of your stupidity and
pigheadedness in staking out your right for
freedom of movement within the car you will
cost the Ontario health system several thousands
of dollars. That is money that could be better
spent elsewhere.
Please Ingrid, for your sake and ours, buckle
up. 1 don't want to pay for your stupidity.
Neil C. Thornsen
Prof supports
textbook letter
Dear Editor:
Congratulations to Rich Vanderdrift for his
letter on "Overpriced Textbooks are Killing
Students" as that has been a pet peeve ofmine for
years. Virtually all introductory texts in Eco-
nomics, the only area where I can speak with a
little authority, are preposterous examples of
bloated puffery. The core of introductory eco-
nomics changes only a little faster than a speedy
glacier, and edition following upon edition is
little more than a market share tactic by the
publishers. True there will be modest changes of
emphasis, new data and a shuffling of marginal
chapters, but that hardly justifies a new edition
more than every eight or nine years at the earli-
est. Where new data is relevant, much of it will
be Stats Canada data, which is in the public
domain and can be reproduced and distributed
without copyright limitations. As forchangesin
emphasis, what are professors for anyway? Is
the course the text or the lectures? While I am not
sure, 1 suspect that the same sort of observations
could be made about most if nor all introductory
courses on campus.
Nothing will happen in the area of the
abuses ofrequired textbook choices imposed on
students unless complaints are directed with
constructive force and to the right places. Would
this be the right time for the WLU Student Union
to approach the Faculty Association Executive
and Senior Administration and propose that a
committee or study group be set up to look into
the dimensions of the problem, if indeed there is
a problem, and then make recommendations to
improve the situation?
Arnold Frenzel
Dept. ofEconomics.
Graduates are
apathetic too
To the editor:
I am not normally one to write letters but I
justcouldn't take it any more. I am talking about
those students that are graduating this year. Last
Monday night, January 10, 1994 there was a
meetingheld which all graduatingstudents were
invited to attend. At this meeting which was
publized in both the Concoursc and the Atrium
a theme for the Spring Grad Class of '94 was to
be voted on. Twenty people attended. The class
has about 750 graduates. A themewas voted and
decided on by those in attendance. Since then I
have heard more bitching and griping than any-
thing else. The 5 members that are on the execu-
tive have had to listen to this all week.
Now these people were voted to the execu-
tive by their peers at a previous open meeting
because we felt they would act in our best
interests for the graduation weekend. They arc
doing that. They have already started the ball
rolling in order to make this year's grad the best
one ever. So why wasn't there more people out.
Good question. It was in a large room P1025/27
so a lack of seating wasn't a problem, and it was
early on in the semester at 5:30 p.m., and there
were no mid-terms scheduled so that isn't a valid
excuse. No 1 don't think there really are any
valid excuses. Just plain apathy I guess. Most
people probably don't realize the magnitude of
this weekend but there are certain guidelines
that must be met in order for the graduation
weekend to be a success and thus the theme had
to be decided upon at this early juncture of the
semester. In order to get deals on grad memora-
bilia such as T-shirts, ball caps, etc. the earlier
you meet the venders the better the deal you can
often cut.
So all those out there that arc bitching,
The Vocal Cord
by Sue Barry and Sheldon Page
"If you were a kitchen appliance,
which one would you be and why?"
"A stove so we could cook up a lot
of hot dishes."
Mary Grace Saturnino and Cristina
Gallo - Honours Bus.
"A microwave because it's fast and
hot."
Scott - Honours Home Ec.
"A blender because I like to stir up
trouble."
Tanis Gilbert - Honours Bitching
"A toaster oven because I like hot
buns."
Kurt Uriate - Honours History
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instead of bitching why don't you do something.
Come out to the next general meeting and get
involved. Volunteer. The more volunteers that
there are the smoother the weekend will go. And
no this letter was not written by a member of the
executive. I am just an ordinary graduating
student.
Michael Anderson
Honouraria
donated to LSFL
Dear Editor,
Recently there has been debate over Stu-
dent Union volunteerhonoraria. Honorarias are
small financial gifts of appreciation that are
given to Student Union volunteersfor their hard
work. Many volunteers disagree with the hono-
raria system and would rather receive a "thank-
you" in the form of a plaque or a certificate.
Most students volunteer for the experience and
to meet people; they are not financially moti-
vated.
One such volunteer is BACCHUS director,
Scott McCormick. Recently he chose to rein-
vest his honoraria into Laurier Students For
Literacy, a Student Union organization that was
lacking in financial support. Surprisingly, this
is the first time that a volunteer has reinvested
their honoraria back into the Student Union.
Laurier Students For Literacy, is a new
program, designed to promote literacy among
children in the Kitchener-Waterloo community.
The program consists of reading circles, where
volunteersread with the children individually or
in a group setting. LSFL operates on a small
budget, and relies on public and private dona-
tions. His donation was greatly appreciated by
all those involved in the program. With Scott's
donation, children's books can be bought to aid
in the continuation of the program.
Katie Amadio
LSFL Coordinator
PINK INKbyDenyS DaivS
"By writing this column, I hope to
raise awareness of gay issues. I hope to
show people who are questioning their
sexuality that it's 'okay to be gay'. I hope,
in reaching people with homophobic atti-
tudes, to provide the opportunity to learn
what it is really like as a gay or lesbian so
that they may hopefully change their feel-
ings towards this significant sub-culture
within our society." (D.O.S. Weeden, The
Cord, Nov. 15, 1990).
These arc the words of a young ambi-
tious yet inexperienced writer who held
optimism that he could make a change in
the world. Four years, four editors, and
three pen names later I am sure that in some
way I have made a difference. Maybe the
world still revolves in the same elliptical
orbit but perhaps some small changes have
been made in the minds of Cord readers.
In preparing for this article I took time
to look through the archives to see just
what I have spent these last four years
doing. I present to you a retrospective of
some of the headlines and news breaking
topics from Pink Ink.
In January of 1991 Toronto City Coun-
sel announced official recognition of Gay
Pride Day for the summer of '91.
Feb. 28/91 vol. XXXI, issue 22, head-
line "Another Student Paper Trounced for
Printing Questionable Material: Eroticized
safe sex article blitzed." Mar. 14/91 vol.
XXXI, issue 24, headline "The Cord Al-
lowed to Print". The shut down of The
Cord was perhaps the most controversial
event of my journalistic career marking a
fight not only for the freedom of speech but
also for the right to inform the public about
one of the most significant medical crisis
of this century. The rest of the publication
year was finished using a new pen name.
The fall of 1991, new editor in chief,
new header, new pen name, new energy
and political motivation. The year was
marked with such significant events such
as the victory in the Haig-Birch case, Am-
nesty International's acceptance of homo-
sexuals as prisoners of conscience and, Dr.
Simon Levey's release of research show-
ing a link between homosexuality and the
size of a specific area of the brain.
The Beaulinc-Layland application for
a marriage license in May of 1992 gave the
entire gay community the strength to carry
on further for recognition. Unfortunately,
media attention and the strain of the public
eyecvcntually took its tol 1 on their relation-
ship. The Lcshnercasc picked up the battle
were Beauline-Layland left off, for the first
time establishing a solid precedent which
gays, lesbians, and the Ontario Human
Rights Commission could use in the battle
for equality. Quickly following this was the
Douglas case ruling discrimination in the
Canadian Forces to be illegal.
For the '92-'93 publishing year the
momentum of the gay rights movement
really took off with such stories as the
YMCA's offer of samc-sex family ben-
efits, Big Brother's decision to allow ho-
mosexuals to serve their organization, and
the City of Kitchener's extension of same-
sex benefits to employees.
Canadian cartoonist, Lynn Johnson,
introduces a gay character in March and
April of 1993, refusing to fold to pressure
from readers and publishers. Madonna's
book "Sex" helps to overturn pornography
charges against a hard-core lesbian maga-
zine "Attitudes" due to their similarity.
HBO comes to the forefront in Sept. of
'93 with the airing of"And the Band Played
On" a screenplay dealing with the AIDS
crisis. Several other networks and produc-
tion companies refused to produce the con-
troversial movie.
There has been a lot happen in the
movement over my time as a journalist. I
hope that I have effectively covered and
presented it in a positive way to both the
gay and straight communities. I hope that
great motions continue to be made in the
fight for recognition and equality. My hus-
band and myself will continue to be in-
volved in the fight in our own ways. What
is he getting at you may (as you often do at
the end of my column) ask?
This is the last Pink Ink (oops, caught
you crying). It's been a pleasure, Laurier.
Thanks for all of the support from friends
and readers, editors, other Cordies, and
faculty. Thanks to those people who found
fault with my comments and wrote letters
(that wasthc wholepoint). Watch forsomc-
one else to pick up the torch and see you at
Pride Day.
Cheers Queers!
FISH
BY SAMUEL MORRISON
A Christian Perspective
There are convincing arguments both
for and against God's existence. However,
I will not now attack the atheistic view-
point, or defend God's existence. Instead,
what is of more interest are the experiences
of the common undergrad and not the pro-
fessional philosopher.
So the question is this: What do most
non-religious people say about God? While
most believe in something else beyond this
world, not all agree as to the nature of this
something.
Some say there is a general presence,
or life principle which transcends the mate-
rial world. Others believe in a God, but not
the Christian God. Still others suggest a
transformation into another realm which
cannot presently be comprehended.
Despite the differences in these con-
ceptions of God, one thing is certain:
unbelief, or atheism, is not the common
university experience. Students are not
completely renouncing any religious affil-
iation.
Still, students in general refrain from a
completesubmcrsion in any particular reli-
gion. Why do they do this?
There are several interesting reasons
why students may hesitate from a total
rciigiouscommitmcnt. Maybethcy believe
that all their fun at university will suddenly
cease.
There is a misconception among unbe-
lievers that Christians do not know how to
have fun. Instead, they think Christians sit
around with their grandmothers on Friday
nights learning how to play solitaire.
No foundation supports the stereotype
that Christians are boring. Christians may
have different types of fun, but they largely
participate in the same activities. They
play sports and watch movies, but don't
drink until an intoxicated level.
Indifference characterizes another rea-
son why some students refrain from reli-
gious observation. Religion is for some
students a subject they have never really
thought or eared about. They received this
attitude from their parents who never in-
sisted on church attendance or religious
values. For these students, indifference
towards religious observation seems a nat-
ural response because of the lack of par-
ents, friends or other Christian influences.
However, students who have not been
reared by Christian parents can no longer
use this as a basis for their continual disbe-
lief. People, like this author, are writing to
their fellow students for a definite purpose.
My motive, along with the motives of
other Christians, are not egoistic, but are
rather unselfish. Christians know some-
thing which non-Christians do not. We are
desperately trying to warn everyone about
the consequences of their unwavering in-
difference.
Often, disbelievers respond to thcistic
pleas for repentance and correct living by
insisting that they are not bad or evil people
in need of corrective or religious morality.
Instead, a common argument used by unbe-
lievers asserts that they arc basically good
in nature and certainly not deserving of
hell.
However, people who believe that they
cannot go to hell because they do not think
they arc wicked or evil, have mistaken two
terms - righteousness and goodness.
Good people go to hell, righteous peo-
ple go to heaven. Doing good docs not get
someone to heaven - believing that Christ
died, to make you right with God docs.
Although atheism is not the normal uni-
versity experience, neither it seems is a
correct belief in Christianity.
WOMENWORDS
by members of the Women's Centre
by BETH HAYDL
The old Star Trek was a pretty good
show. 1 really liked it when I was young. I
wanted Mr. Spock to be my boyfriend, and
1 wanted to wear gauzy, backless fashions
and gravity-defying hairstyles like the wom-
en from space.
Note that I was not inspired to enter a
career in science and technology.
The new Star Trek: The Next Genera-
tion is a bit better. We had Tasha Yar, the
security babe, until shegot killed. We have
Beverly Crusher, a doctor babe, but I think
something bad happened to her too. I don't
know, I haven'tbeen payingattcntion. And
of course, there's mcgababc Dcanna Troi,
ship's counselor. They better not kill her
off.
That's certainly an improvement on
the lonely Uhura, the only woman of any
importance on the first Enterprise. And
even then, she had to wear a miniskirt and
those crazy fingernails.
On the new Star Trek, they even have
female captains on other ships. Important
women arc found everywhere, of all differ-
ent colours and ages and with weird alien
faces and everything. On the old shows, all
they ever had were helpless otherworldly
waifs who looked like Playboy bunnies and
invariably ended up boinking Captain Kirk.
That sweaty pig.
It would be swell if the captain of the
Enterprise was a woman, but then we
wouldn't get to see Jean-Luc in tight pants
every week. Well, they could kill off Rikcr,
like maybe with some alien venereal dis-
ease, and then put an amazing woman in his
place as First Officer. That would be so
decent.
It's fine that women seem to share an
equal standing with men on the new Enter-
prise,but it wouldbecool if they weren't all
so lovely. They could have a female Chief
of Something-or-other who was maybe not
very pretty or delicate or heavily made-up.
Not that I'm complaining, really. It's a
much better show than thcold StarTrek,or
Battlestar Galactica, or Buck Rogers, or
Baywatch. It represents a more realistic
portrayal of women as leaders, as scientists,
as something more than bimbo sex objects.
But one thing still bothers me. They
have that beaming thing to shoot them onto
other planets and shit. So why do they need
a spaceship? Why don't they just beam
everywhere? And how come when some-
one says: "Captain Picard to Engineering,
urgent", he has to run through hallways and
elevators? Wouldn't it be more efficient to
just beam there? You know, have little
beaming things on every f100r...
If they had more women on the show,
these things wouldn't happen.
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Do you have some time to spare?
The Cord needs writers, photographers, and production volunteers. Our
staff meetings are held every Friday at 2:30 pm in the Turret.
Empiricism stagnates
HUGH MACPHIE
Cord Commentary
Throughout history, the intellcctual
growth of socicty has comc in waves. Sud-
den, dramatic progressions occur, and then
slowly peter out with time. These sudden
pulses of intellectual activity are the reper-
cussions of single great discoveries. These
discoveries can be referred to as "revolu-
tions" of thought, because due to their very
nature they dramatically change society and
the way people perceive the world. They
represent great leaps forward, to borrow
Marx's expression, in science, political
thought, and philosophy. They are rare, but
when they occur they put into question all
previous thought within their scope.
Descartes' publication of his method, Dar-
win's theory of evolution, and Einstein's
theory of general relativity can be included.
Usually, revolutionary discoveries come
after long periods of social and scientific
stagnation. The Renaissance was a direct
reaction to the mental stagnation imposed by
the Catholic church at the time. Descartes'
ideas were a response to the Renaissance's
inability to reform philosophy and math-
ematics. Freud's theories, although refuted
by most psychologists today, represented a
revolution so dramatic that they sent shock
waves into the fields of art, medicine, and
literature as well as permanently altering the
study of philosophy and psychology.
Today, we witness a world in which
new "discoveries" arc increasingly banal.
When was the last time that a theory changed
the way we see ourselves and our world?
Other than in the fields of physics and biol-
ogy, there have not been any discoveries of
great significance in the past twenty years.
This is particularly true in the social sci-
ences, where fresh thinking is desperately
needed.
Two factors are chiefly responsible for
preventing radical change in academia: spe-
cialisation and the need for empirical proof.
Indirectly, they have all but killed revolu-
tionary thinking. Our world is becoming
increasingly more and more complex. With
complexity, people's jobs (and hence their
frame of reference) have become very spe-
cialised. As a result, the trend is towards the
development ofknowledge in one very spe-
cific area, such as third world economics or
molecular biology. Therefore, the brightest
people in our society lack an overall per-
spective of the "big picture". Instead of
merging ideas from different areas to build
new theories and create new areas of study,
they arc limited by myopic views of the
world.
In order to gain acceptance as "scien-
tific" disciplines, the social sciences have
become infatuated with empiricism. The
obsession with finding numerical proof leads
social scientists to focus on the objective
and quantifiable. Therefore, there is little
pursuit of subjective ideas because they are
not deemed "scientific". The result: Great
ideas that are waiting for discovery never
happen.
The next great discovery will be made,
I believe, by someone with a wide, general ist
perspective who doesn't care if their imme-
diatc colleagues don't find their ideas "sci-
entific". It will involve the incorporation of
ideas from disciplines that have been de-
fined as mutually exclusive. Biology is
already being applied to computer research,
with relative success. Taking theoretical
applications from physics or biology and
applying them to sociology or history is rare
because, by definition, they have nothing to
do with each other. But they have every-
thing to do with each other. The creativity
and open mindedness displayed by the likes
of Darwin and Freud demanded both guts
and vision. Today, the same guts and vision
are desperately needed.
Give NAFTA
a chance
AMIT KAPUR
Cord Commentary
As people all over the world rung in the
New Year, it was a historic day for more
than the simple beginning of the New Year.
It was the first day in effect for the North
American Free Trade Agreement.
However, while a great many people
were celebrating this free trade deal, many
others were dreading the effects that the deal
will have on Canada, the US, and Mexico.
in fact, even before the first day of
NAFTA was over, it was being blamed for
thousands of job losses, political headaches
in both Ottawa and Washington, and a mini-
revolution in Mexico.
Nobody can deny that thousands of jobs
will be lost to Mcxico. The manufacturing
sector will continue to suffer from low-
skilled jobs moving south. While NAFTA
will hasten this flow, it isn't the cause.
The simple fact is, it is cheaper to build
some products in Mcxico than it is in Canada.
No matter how much we complain and sulk
about that fact, it is true. And in any capital-
ist society, business will go where they can
minimize their costs.
Canadian companies have gone south
long before there was even talk of a free-
trade deal involving Mcxico.Thconly thing
that Canadian tariffs were doing was to
cause the Mexicans to close their market to
our products.
What most free-trade opponents fail to
point out is the inflow of high-skilled, high-
wage jobs into Canada because of this deal.
The Mexican economy is growing, and many
of the products they need to continue that
growth (telecommunications equipment,
computers, machinery, etc) are industries
that many Canadian companies have great
advantages over their Mexican counterparts.
That is because while their wages are
much lower than Canadian wages, we have
expertise in many industries that they don't
have.
The deal has also cost the leaders of
Canada and the US heavy political prices for
pushing the deal through the respective leg-
islatures. While President Clinton took the
high-profile, hard-sell approach to convinc-
ing (some say buying) the Congress, Prime
Minister Chretien took the more subtle ap-
proach. What ever happened to his promise
to renegotiate the deal?
Finally, the events of New Year's Day
gave even more ammunition to the oppo-
nents of free trade. It was at that time that
Mexican peasant natives attacked many
Mexican targets, trying to embarrass the
Mexican government during it's time of
celebrating the deal.
Many pointed to this as an excuse to
ditch the Mexicans because of their "inhu-
manity". However as many people would
point out, both the Canadian and American
governments have had violent clashes with
their respective native peoples in the past
(remember Oka?) and that didn't come up as
an argument against the Free Trade Agree-
ment between the US and Canada.
I can understand how free trade is scary
for many people. It is something new, to
open your borders. It requires a great deal of
trust between countries. However times have
changed since a country could protect it's
industries through protectionist tariffs. The
only way to demonstrate a country's eco-
nomic power is to prove it on the world
stage.
enGENDERed
species
by ALLISON POTTS
/
This weekend I went to a skate ex-
change store near my house and bought a
pair of men's ice skates. Admittedly, I
caught myself wondering if people would
look at me funny because I was wearing
men's skates. However, they had better
support than my old white ones, they were
cushioned inside and I liked the black and
red.
Although I didn't mean to make any
observations about engendering while I
tried on these black and red skates, it was
unavoidable. Half of this store was dedi-
cated to women's and girl's skates and the
other half to men's and boy's. The latter
halfwas full ofblack, brown and red skates,
however, 1 think the ones with red in them
were being sold cheaper because they looked
less like hockey skates than the others. The
first half of the store had white and pink
figure skates which were narrowly shaped.
None of this information is intended to
be new to any of you, but if you haven't
given it thought before, take some time
now to do so. Why are the skates not all the
same colour or many different colours (not
gender specific)? Even more blatant than
the colour and shape differences was the
writing on some of the children's skates.
One manufacturer makes white and pink
skates with "Little Angel" printed on the
side and black and red (mostly black) skates
with "Little Champ" printed on them.
1 have often heard people say that girls
aren't as interested in hockey as boys.
Young girls are encouraged to enter sports
that can be considered more 'lady-like'
and their equipment reflects this. Although
it is true that this is gradually changing, the
assumptions are still there. It is so impor-
tant that we notice these differences and
wondcrabout them. For instance, I wonder
how a boy feels when he chooses the white
skates, what is he told? I wonder if young
girls in hockey are bothered by having to
wear so-called boys' skates.
As well as the social importance of
representing sports as gender-neutral, I
think we have a responsibility to feke an-
other look at the things we have always
taken for granted as just being the way they
are. The engendering of colours and of
skate styles is just an example of all the
many ways that this agenda of separating
the sexes has been incorporated into our
society.
Ice skating is an important national
past-time and it is another part of our
heritage that appears designed to separate
the experiences of males and females. There
are a lot of conclusions to be drawn from
these differences, but I want to leave that
up to you. The next time you are in a sports
store or watching your little brothers or
sisters play, wonder about things. 1 have a
hunch that some things you have seen for
your whole life will appear new to you.
And if you are willing, you could wonder
even further about the other areas in life
where there are deliberate and distinctive
differences between what is available for
females and what is available for boys.
This could be the beginning of something.
Cord Feedback
A selection ofthe last week's comments
from the Cord Feedback booth in the
Concourse every Thursday.
From issue 17
Shhh...it happens is a shhhity name, BRING
BACK BAG O' CRIME!!
Pete Bialtsis
Re: Car Invasion - Good article Ingrid.
Forgot to mention the fact that seat belts
can also kill!
Jim Skelton
The Entertainment banner was tasteless.
Anion Volcansek
Hick is the God of all Gods.
Ja ret Henhoeffer
Shhh.Jt! is all I have to say about the new
name for Bag O' Crime.
Greg McCardle
The Year in Review page looks and reads
like shit. For a production that big, more
time should have been spent on it. Howev-
er, the Entertainment banner was glori-
ous.
Chuck Fairley
Entertainment banner is a reflection of
entertainment of the 90's tasteless as it
may be. Deal with it.
Scott McCormick
After reviewing Student Pubs Bored
Watch, "Vg" Oegema deserves a B-.
Jinx Lowe
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